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EVXS: A CODE TO GENERATE NUZTIGROUP CROSS SECTIONS

FROM THE LOS ALAMOS MASTER DATA FILE

by

Margaret W. Asprey, Roger B. Lazarus, and Robert E. Seamen

ABSTIUCT

EVXS is a program for computingnxdtigroup microscopic neutron
cross sections from experimentaldata. It is a translationinto
FORTRAN-IVof a MADCAP code written by Roger Lazarua of LASL for the
MANIAC computer. The sources of data contained in the library proc-
essed by EVXS are varied, but the evaluationacome primarily from
AWRE, LLL, and LASL. The neutron cross sections, fluxes, and
secondary energy and angular distributionsare given in the library
in tabular form with interpolationschemes such that the integrations
over neutron energies may be performed exactly in arriving at the
group-averagedcross sections. Higher order components of the multi-
group cross-sectionmatrices through L = 8 have been generated using
NXS . The code is written in atandard ASA FORTRAN and is designed to
be computer independent. In addition to the printed results, the
output can, at the user’s option, include punched cards or magnetic
tape suitable for input to neutronics and burn codes,

I. INTRODUCTION

For some time the Los Alamos ScientificLabora-

tory (LASL)has maintained a nuclear data library,

referred to here as the Los Alamos Master Data File

(LANDF),consistingof a collectionof sets of

evaluated data prepared primarily at the Atomic

Weapons Research Establishment (AWRE),Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory (LLL),and LASL. The mainte-

nance of the LAMDF and the generationof multigroup

cross sections and transfermatrices from this

library have been carried out at LASL using codes

written by Roger Lazarus in the MADCAP language for

the NANIAC computer. To make the LAMDF and the

processing codes more easily available to a wider

group of users and to avoid dependenceon the

MANLAC, the library has been transferredto the

CDC-6600 computingmachine, and the data handling

and processing codes have been rewritten into

FORTRAN-IV. Such codes are used either for the pre-

paration and maintenance of the pointwise data on

the library or for the processing of the pointwise

data on the library into complete cross-section

sets suitable for input to neutronica or burn codes.

The EVXS program described in this report is of the

latter type; it is a translationby Margaret Asprey

from NADCAP into FORTRAN-IV of

processor for the LAMDF.

The basic function of any

code like EVXS is to calculate

section

/
dEu(E)u(E)

u.

J

s

dE w(E)

where integrationextends over

the original data

multigroup averaging

the average cross

(1)

the appropriate ener-
*

gy interval. The quantity u(E) is the cross section

being averaged and u(E) is some appropriateweight-

ing function. In Eq. (1) and throughout this report

*
All energies throughoutare given and used in
million electron volts; cross sections are in
barns.
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we follow the convention that a quantity with argu-

ment E represents the magnitude of that quantity at

a particular energy E, whereas the quantity without

an argument denotes an averaged value. One unique

feature of the LAMDF is the inclusionnot only of

the pointwise neutron cross-sectiondata, denoted

genericallyas u(E) in Eq. (l), ‘outalao of the

energy group structure information. The boundaries

of the energy regions over which the averaging is to

be performed are given and an appropriateneutron

flux is tabulatedat certain energy points within

each of the energy groupa. The flux distributions

@(E), which are normalizedwithin each of the G

energy groups, are used as the weighting functions

in Eq. (l). Denoting one of the G energy groups by

g and the upper and

gth group as E; and

tion implies that

lower energy boundaries of the

E=, the statement on normaliza-

E:

where
I
dr implies

f
dE

s E-
g

Thus, Eq. (1) can be written

‘f3“ f
dEXY(E)a(E) .

g

(2)

(3)

Group-averagedcross sections must be calculated

for each of the R reactions for which pointwlse

croaa sections are tabulated for a given material.

Denoting one nf the R reactiona by r, we can write,

starting from Eq. (3),

u=
rag IdE ar(E)o(E) . (4)

g

In the case of reactions for which angular

probabilitydistributionsare tabulated, the nth

Legendre component of the scattering cross section

for the rth reaction is defined as

u . Id~r(E)@(E) I d~ T(IJ,E) Pn(BL) , (5)
r,n,g

g -1

where Pn IS the Legendre polynomial of order n, UL

is the cosine of the scattering angle in the lab-

oratory system, T(P,E) is the normalized angular

probabilitydistribution,and p is the scattering

angle cosine in whichever system T(u,E) ia specified.

If B is in the center-of-maassystem, then PL is

computed aa a function of p as explained in Sec. III.

Contributionsto the nth Legendre component of

the multigroup transfermatrices from elastic, dis-

crete inelastic,and nonelastic scattering are

calculated from certain scattering integralswhich

define the number of neutrons in group g that are

downscattered

scattering (r

(
‘l,n,g,g” = j

in energy to group g“. For elaatfc

= 1 in the LAMDF),

dEul(E)@(E)
J

dPT(B,E)Pn(yL) , (6)

AU(E,g’)

where Ay(E,g-) is the range of scattering cosine p

for

the

For

which the scattered neutron haa energy E“ within

boundaries of energy group g“. Note that

%

‘l,n,g = I ‘l,n,g,g- “
g“=1

discrete inelastic scattering u . is
r,n,g,g

(7)

calculated as shown in Eq. (6) except that T(IJ,E)

in the center-of-masssystem ia asaumed to be 0.5.

For nonelastic reactions, except fission, the con-

tribution to the scatteringmatrix ia defined as

f
a >-

J
dEur(E)@(E)Nr,g.(E)r,n,g,g

g

+1

x 1dPLTr(~L,E)Pn(VL)

-1

It ia explicitly indicated in

elastic reactions Tr(\,E) ia

laboratory system. The extra

. (8)

Eq. (8) that for non-

always given in the

factor Nr,g.(E) in

2



Eq. (8), comparedwith Eq. (5), is the fractional

number of neutrona entering group g“ from reaction

r induced by a neutron of energy 1?. The factor is

obtained by integratingthe secondary energy prob-

ability distributionpr(E + E-) over the g- = 1,

.... g energy groups; viz.,

Nr,i3”(E)=1dE” pr(E+ E“) . (9)

g“

There are several repreaentations,or “laws,” for

the eecondary energy probabilitydistributiona;the

same parametrizationof these laws is used in the

LAMDF as ia used in the URAEA Nuclear Data Library.1

the

the

For

For fission reactions, the fission spectrum X,

average number of neutrons per fission ~, and

total fission cross section are calculated.

example:

(Wf)g - IdE ;(E) uf(E) O(E) , (lo)

e

where :(E) is the average number of neutrons per

fission produced at energy E.

The formats and conventionsused for describing

the pointwise neutron cross-sectiondata in the

LAMDF are similar to those of the UKAEA Nuclear Data

Library.
1

There are, however, enough significant

differences to warrant a complete description of

the LAMDF in Sec. II. The types of neutron cross-

section data stored and the way they are used in

calculationare also discussed In Sec. II, and de-

tails of the format for the library are presented

there, along with a description of the materials in

the library at this writing. The methods of calcu-

lation are described in detail in Sec. 111, and in

Sec. IV the EVXS PROGRAM is described. A user’s

manual for EVXS ie given in Sec. V.

II. DESCRIPTIONOF THE LOS ALAMOS MASTER DATA FILE

A. Library Format

1. General Remarks. The library tape that is

used aa input to PROGILQ.1EVXS contains energy group

structure informationand many sets of evaluated

cross sections. The division of the binsry library

tape into NS filee* la shown schematicallyin

Fig. 1. The firat file contains the energy group

structure informationand the remaining NS-1 files

contain the neutron cross-sectiondata for NS-1

materials, one material per file. The first record

of File 1 has descriptiveinformation to identify

the edition of the LAMDF and the total number of

files, NS, on the library tape. The remaining NG

records in File 1 contain the energy boundaries

and neutron fluxes for each of the NG group struc-

tures. As indicated in Fig. 1, the general struc-

ture of all remaining files, one for each material,

is the same. The first record contains the material

identificationnumber and other control parameter;

the next R records contain cross sections for the

R reactions appropriate for this material, aa well

as informationabout the energy distributionof

secondary neutrona; the final ND records contain

the angular distribution information.

r Tape descriptionand numberof f~lcsNS

Energyboundaries●nd fluxesfor the

PILE2
SECOSD1 Iadic.storsformaterialSID
RzcoFm2

}
CrosssectionsforS reactions

SICOSDR + 1
RXORO R + 2

.
1

Data forND angulardistributions
SSCOSDR+ND+l

F.NO-OF-F12.2

O.atafor
first
material
h the
library

I SXD-OF-F12,S I
ZND-OF-TA2W

Fig. 1. Overall file structure of library tape.

*
Our use of the word file conforms with the general
practice of the computer industry; the NS files on
the library tape are well defined binary files
separatedby END-OF-FILEmarks which can be detected
using “IF (EOF)” tests. NS, NG, ND, KG, etc.,are
single integers in the FORTRAN sense.
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2. Group Structures. A detailed description

of the first file of the binary library tape is

given in Table I. The integer variables can take on

values no larger than those indicated in parentheses

following the variable name; the size of the descrip-

tive arrays TAD and GDES as provided in PROGRAM EVXS

is given in the parentheses following those variable

names. For each of the NG group structures in the

library there is one long record containing a unique

identificationnumber, alphanumericdescriptive

information,the group boundaries Eg, the flux dis-

tributionsO(E), and appropriate control information.

There may be aa many as 80 energy groups for which

a total of up to 500 values of the flux distribution

can be tabulsted,allowing many values within each

group. The 2KG worda at the end of the record con-

tain KC paira of values of the flux !?(E)and energy

Group
Structur(
Library

Variable Name

Record 1:

TAD (100)

Ifs(< 500)

, Record 2:

GID

GDFS (8)

G(6 60)

~Gsi3= 1, ....G
g

GE~>g=l, ..o,G

KG(< 500)

(PHL,EKk),
k=l, .... KG

E. These values are alternately read into arrays

P% and E% with subscript k running from 1 to KG.

The first energy EK1 corresponds to the low energy

boundary of the firat group g = 1; the highest

energy E~G corresponds to the upper boundary of the

Gth energy group. The function 6(E) representedby

the values of P~ is assumed to vary smoothly enough

to be regarded as continuous (see Sec. 11.D.1) every-

where except at the group boundaries E . This dia-
g

continuity is a result of the required within-group

normalization,namely:

TABLE I

COhTENTS OF LIBRARY TAPE - FILE 1

Description

Tape description

Total number of files

Group set identification
number

Description of group set

Number of energy groups

TWO packed integers 11
and 12 to delimit range
of indices in PH and EK
for group g

Hedian energy for each
group

Number of flux and energy
pairs

Pairs of valuea of the
flux and energy

Record 3: (and following)

{

Record 2 ia repeated to End-of–File

\ NG - 1 Tines (NG < 100) }

Format

Display (A1O)

Integer

Integer

Display (A1O)

Integer

Octal

Floating

Integer

Floating

(11)

Comments

Positive

Positive

Positive

11 = MG(g)/224

12 = MG(g) - 11*224

Positive

Energy in MeV

4



where the lower and upper energy bounds of the gth

group are designatedE; and E:, respectively. Thus

for every value of g except g = G, there will be

some value of k such that E~ = E~+l = E: which

also equals the lower bound E-
g+l

for the next higher

energy group. The array MG contains for each of the

G groups two values of k, packed into one word,

which indicate the lower snd upper energy bounds of

each group in the EK table. Each 60-bit word in MG

is divided into two parts--the first 36 bits for an

integer 11 and the remaining 24 for integer 12. The

range of values for k correspondingto one energy

group is then delimitedby 11 and 12. From the dis-

cussion of the discontinuitiesin the tabulationof

O(E), it canbe seen that 11 for group g + 1 is one

mare than 12 for group g. The GE array consists of

weighted mean energies for each of the G groups in

the group structure; these are used only in special

calculationsdescribed in Sec. 111.F.

3. Control and Cross-SectionRecords. As

shown in Fig. 1, all remaining files on the library

tape have the same structure;each file is asso-

ciated with some material and is tagged with a unique

identificationnumber. Within each material file

there are three different types of records. The

contents of the first record are summarized in

Table II. The first word in the record is the inte-

ger identificationnumber SID. When reference is

made to a particular SID in the I.AMDF,it is under-

stood that one is referring to a particular set of

evaluated cross sections for some material; there

can be, and often are, several different evaluations

for the same material. The second word of the re-

cord gives the number of sets of angular distribu-

tions stored (for this SID) on the library tape; the

followingND integers are identificationnumbers for

these sets of which there can be no more than 25.

The next 8 words contain the cross-sectionset

description (SDES)--8Ooptional alphanumericchar-—

acters to identify the SID more completely as to

material described and source of data. The total

number of reactions for which cross sections are

tabulated in succeedingrecords is given by the

integer R. By “reaction”we mean elastic scattering,

discrete inelastic scattering,nonelastic scatter-

ing, fission, and absorption as will be discussed

in connectionwith Table V. The TIDR array consists

of R integers to indicate which of the ND sets of

angular distributionsis appropriate for each reac-

tion. The first set of angular distributionsis

alwaya used for elastic scattering. The nonexist-

ence of an appropriateangular distributionset

among the ND sets available is indicatedby a neg-

ative number in the TIDR array, I?xceptionsand

extensions to these rules are discussed in Sec. III.

The cross sections for the R reactions are

tabulatedon a common energy mesh. The total number

of energies NES must be less than 3000; this control

parameter is followed by NES values of the energies.

The IDR array contains integers to identify the

type of cross section representedby each of the R

reactions. These numbers are larger by 1000 than

the standard reaction identificationnumbers summa-

rized in Table V. The cross sections for each re-

action may not be given at all of the NES energies,

but only in the energy range over which they are

available. For example, cross sections for a re–

action with a threshold energy are not tabulated at

energies below the threshold. The array ME contains

R octal numbers with two packed integers, J1 and J2,

one pair for each reaction. They are packed in the

same manner as described in Sec. II,A.2 for the MG

array. Integers J1 and J2 are indices for entries

in the ES array correspondingto the initial and

final energies for which the reaction cross section

is tabulated. The R entries in the IRS array give

the number of entries in the ESJ array for each of

the R reactions; the ESJ block contains information

used to describe the energy distributionof second-

ary neutrons. The reaction energy Q valuea for

each of the R reactions are stored in the QR array.

The last three integers in Record 1 of a material

file are the proton number Z for the material, a

flag to indicatewhether the material is a single

isotope or a mixture of more than one, and a final

control flag K2 to describe the energy distributions

of outcoming neutrons. The last flag, K2, is not

used Ln PROGRAM EVXS. With the exception of the

energies ES, reactionenergies Q, and descriptive

display informationSDES, all items in the first

record of a material file are control parameters in

integer format used to govern the reading of suc-

ceeding records in the material file.

5



TABLE II

FIRST RECORD OF A MATERIAL FILE ON LIBRARY TAPE

Variable Name

Record 1:

SID

h~(~ 25)

TIDSn, n =1, ....tiD

SDES[8)

R(< 50)

TIDRr, r= l,..., R

NES(< ?000)

ESi, i= ],..., NEs

“fDRr,r= l,...,R

~r, r= l,..., R

IRSr, r=l,..., R

QR=, r= l,..., R

NZ

MIX

K2

CO?JTROLPARAMETERS FOR MATERIAL SID

Description Format Comments

Cross-sectionset iden- Inceger Positive
tificationnumber

Number of sets of angular Integer Positive
distributions

Identificationnumbers Integer
for angular distribution
sets in order as stored
on library tape

Description of cross- Display (A1O)
section set

Number of reactions Integer

Identificationof angular Integer
distribution to be used
with rth reaction

Number of energies in ?S Integer
block

Energies at which cross Floating
sections are tabulated

Reaction identification Integer
numbers

Two packed integers, J1 Octal
and J2, to indicate
range of entries in ES
for which reaction r cross
sections are tabulated

Number of words fn ESJ Integer
for the rth reaction

Energy released by rth Floating
reaction

Z number for material Integer

Nonzero for isotope Integer
mixture

??umberof data to de- Integer
scribe energy distribu-
tion of outcoming neutrons

Positive

If negative, no
angular distri-
bution

Positive

Positive

J1 = hlE(r)/224

J2 = ME(r) - J1*2
24

Positive numbers
greater by 1000
than the identi-
fication numbers
in Table V

Positive

Positive

Positive; not used
in SVXS



The contents of the R records following the

first record are summarized in Table III. For each

reaction there is one record conaietingof the cross

sectione SIG and the secondary energy parameters ESJ.

The number of cross-sectionvalues for the rth reac-

tion is calculated from the two packed integers J1

and J2 in ME ; the number of ESJ values for reaction
r

r is given by IRSr. Data till be given in the ESJ

block for all reaction types that produce secondary

neutrone unlese the secondary energy distrtbutiona

can be implicitlydetermined from the sngular dis-

tribution information. Thus, for elastic scattering

(r = 1 in the IAMDF) and discrete inelastic scatter-

ing, the ESJ block ie omitted. There should be

entries in ESJ for all reactions r such that 15 <

IDRr < 31, which are the nonelastic reactions in-

eluding inelastic scattering to the continuum, fis-

sion, (n,2n),and (n,3n).

4. Angular DistributionRecorde. The contents

of the lsst ND records of a material file for a

particular SID are summarized in Table IV. Aa ahown

in Fig. 1 and indicated in the table, the first of

these records in the material file is numbered R + 2.

The first word of each of the ND records is the

number TID used to identify the set of angular dis-

tributions;this word is followed by eight words of

alphanumericdescriptive informationTDES.

The set of angular distributionsconsists of

NED normalized probabilitydistributionsT(l.I,Ei)at

KED energies E%. The integer SYS indicateswhether

the probabilitiesare given in the center-of-messor

TACJ.2111

CCh7ENTSOFL1ORARYTAPE
mss-sEcIxONmoms m~ MAIERW.WI

Vr,,i.bletime Ll*,crlPti.n ~ C.-at.

_(t .1)

,. ~SIC - l,...,1s cr.,..,.,1... f.,the moating k%..,IS-12 -31 + 1.
rchreaction J1andJ2.buln.d

C*O8Szz
i - 1,...,=Ji,~x~ ?.,-,.,s r-.beua,d rloat1.X mir.cedifMS - 0

intalc.latinsthe r
Ku.cti.mpr(E- E“)
(z- 2,...,E)c.de-
.cribetheenergydis-
Cribucimofsecmidarv
neutron.

~. (r- 2)

R=..rdZ+ 1: (r- R)

San fmmat“ Record2

laboratory system; the atomic mesa A of the material

is measured in units such that for the ground state

of C12,A is exactly 12. The specificationsfor

the probabilitydistributionsT(B,Ei) are given in

the TK block which haa a total of KT entries, where

XT must be no larger than 3000. For each of the

NED energies, there is a group of entries in the TK

array; the MD array contains NED octal numbers con-

sisting of two integers Kl and K2 packed as describ-

ed for the MG block in Sec. 11.A.2. These specify

the first and last entries in the TK array for each

of the NED energies. The number of entries in TK

for the ith energy ia K = K2 - Kl + 1. The prob-

ability functions are given either in tabular form

or in terms of Legendre expansion coefficients.

Integer flag LEGN specifies the number of energies

for which probability distributionsare given in

terme of Legendre coefficients. If LEGN = O, the

probabilitiesare tabulated for all energies and the

TK block contains K/2 pairs of values for p and

T(u,Ef) for each of the energies with the pairs in

order of increasingp, with p = -1 and p = +1 alwaya

present. If LEGN > 0, then for all energies Ei

such that i < LEGN, the TK block contains Legendre

expansion coefficientsF . The number of coeffi-
n

cients is specified by NF, the first word of the TK

block for this energy; this is followed immediately

by the NT values of Fn. It is evident that

NF=K-1. When LEGN > 0 and i > LEGN, the TK

block contains (p,T(p,Ei))pairs as described for

LF,GN= 0. The integer NLNC specifies the number of

intervals to be used in the numerical integration

with respect to p over the range -1 < u < +1.

Angular distribution for elastic scattering

are given in the center-of-masssystem; for dis-

crete inelastic reactions, isotropic scattering in

the center-of-masasystem is assumed; for nonelastic

reactiona the laboratory system is used. In any

case where this convention is not followed, PROGRAM

EVXS proceeds as if it were, but a warmLngmessage
is printed.

B. Reactions Available

Within the file for each material SID, cross

sections are given for many different reactions. A

summary of all the reactions for which reaction

cross-sectiondata can be entered in the LAMDF is

listed in Table V. The various reactions are



TABLE IV

CONTENTS OF LIBRARY TAPE

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONRECORDS FOR MATEXIAL SID

Variable Name

Record R + 2: (n = 1)

TID

TDES(8)

NED(< 400)

‘i‘
i=l, ....NED

SYS

A

LIKN(< NED)

NT(< 3000)

T%, k= l,..., KT

‘i’
i= l,..., NED

KINC

Record R + 3:— . .

Sane format

Description

Identificationnumber for
angular distributionset

Description of angular dis-
tribution aet

Number of energies at which
distributionsare given

Energies

lor2- Center-of-maas
or laboratory system

Atomic masa of material

Number of energies with
Legendre coefficients

Number of words in TK

Specificationsfor the prob-

Format

Integer

Display (A1O)

Integer

Floating

Integer

Floating

Integer

Integer

Floating

(n = 2)

as Record 2

ability distributionT(p,E)

Two packed integers K1 and Octal
K2 to indicate range of
entries in TK for the
ith energy

Number of intervals to be Integer
used in integratingwith
respect to p

.

.

Record R + ND + 1:——
(n = ND)

Same format as Record 2

identifiedby number in accordancewith the classi-

fication scheme prescribed for the UK Library,l

the only difference being that reactions numbered

1, 3, and 4 are omitted from the LAMDF. The reac-

tions can be grouped into broader categories:elas-

tic, discrete inelaatic,nonelastic, and absorption.

For all materials, the first reaction (r = 1) ia

elastic scatteringwith ID = 2.

Inelastic

representedby

R

scattering to the dfacrete Ievela is

reactionswith identification

Comments

Positive

Posftive

Positive

Always 1 for elastic
Always 2 for nonelastic

Ksss of C12 (ground)
= 12 units

At present, if LEGN + O,
LEGN = NED

Positive

Kl = MD(I)1224
K2 = MD(i) - Kl*224

Positive

numbers ID such that 5 < ID < 14 and 51 < ID < 80;

ID numbers 81 through 100 have been reserved for

future needs in describing discrete inelaatic reac-

tions. For discrete inelastic reactions the nota-

tion (n,n-j) is used to represent inelaatic scatter-

ing such that the target nucleus is left in its jth

excited state. Inelastic scattering in which suf-

ficient energy is transferredfrom the incident

neutron to the target to leave it with energy



TABLE V

REACTIONS FOR WHICH NEUTRON CROSS-SECTIONDATA CAN BE ENTERED IN THE IAMDF

Numbera Typeb Reaction Reaction Description

2 1 (n,n) Elaatic (note that reactions numbered 1, 3, and 4 are
omitted from the LAMOF)

7
5 1 (n,n”l)
6 1 (n,n-2)
7 1 (n,n”3)
8 1 (n,n”4)
9 1 (n,n’5)
10 1 (n,n”6) > Discrete inelastic

11 1 (n,n-7)
12 1 (n,n-8)
13 1 (n,n-9)
14 1 (n,n”lO)

>

15 1 (n,n”C) (n,n”) to the continuum
7

16 2 (n,2n)
17 3 (n,3n)
1: 0 (n,f) Fission total = (n,f) + (n,n”f)+ ...
19 0 (n,f) No prefission neutrons
20 1 (n,X) (X = n-f)

}
Not currently handled

Nonelastic

21 2 (n,X) (x = 2n’f) by EVXS
reactions for

22 1 (n,n-a)
which secondary

23 1 (n,n-3@)
energy distribu-

●

24 2 (n,2na)
tions are de-

25 3 (n,3na)
scribed in terms

26 2 (n,2nis0)
of laws

27 1 (n,n-p)
28 1 (n,n”y)
29 1 (n,n-d)
30 1 (n,n-He3)
31 1 (n,n-t) 2

32-50 0 (N,X) Undefined (allowed for other nonelastic reactiona)

51 1 (n,n”ll)
52 1 (n,n-12)
53 1 (n,n-13)
54 1 (n,n’14)
55 1 (n,n-15)

1

Discrete inelastic (continued)
. .

7; i (n,~038)
79 1 (n,n-39)
80 1 (n,n-40)

81-100 0 (n,X) Undefined (allowedfor other discrete inelastic reactions)

101 0 (n,parab) Parasitic absorption
102 0 (n,y)
103 0 (n,p)
104 0 (n,d)
105 0 (n,t)

}

Absorption
106 0 (n,He3)
107 0 (n,a)
108 0 (n,2a)

109-150 0 (n,X) Undefined (allowedfor other absorption reactions)

%he conventionused for reaction identificationnumbers is the same aa that prescribed for
the UX Library.l

bThe number of outcoming neutrons from the given reactions is given by TYPE.

9



correspondingto the continuum of levels is repre-

sented by (n,n-C),ID = 15.

Nonelastic reactionswith 15 < ID < 31 sre

those for which secondary neutrons are produced

whose energy distributionscan be described in terms

of so-called laws which will be described in

Sec. 11.D,2. The fission reactiona which have

18 < ID C 21 are a subset of the nonelnatic reac-

tions.

Absorption reactions are those For which there

are no outcouing neutrons, so that it is meaningless

to speak about the energy distributionof secondary

neutrons. The absorption reactions for which data

can be entered in the LAMDF are listed under

101 < ID < 108. Numbers 109 < ID < 150 are reserved

for other absorption reactions.

The integers listed under TYPE describe the

number of outcoming neutrons from a reaction; how-

ever, an excaption is made with the fission reac-

tions which have TYPE = O and which are handled

specially. The type description employed here fol-

lows the conventionused in the UK format,1

c. Haterial.aand Group StructuresAvailable in
the LAMDF

Although the purpose of this report is to de-

scribe a multfgroup averaging code and the format of

the library on which the processor operates, it is

appropriate to consider the current contents of the

LAMDF aa a means of better understandingthe type of

informationcontained therein. The most recent

edition (January1972) contains cross sections for

78 materiala, each with a separate SII);thus, as

discussed in connectionwith Fig. 1, there are 79

files on the library tape. This number ia consider-

ably leas than 500, which ia the maximum number of

files allowed. In Table VI there ia a list of all

the cross-sectionsets currently in the library,

with the cross-sectionset identificationnumber SID

and the set description. The line of alphanumeric

informationin the column titled “Description”is a

reproductionof the 80 character of data contained

in the SDES array for each SID. The integer ND for

each SID is listed in the third column under the

title “Number of Sets of Angular Distributions.” In

this edition of the library the largeat value of ND

is 3, much less than the allowed maximum of 25. The

number of reactions R is listed in the fourth column;

the largest value ia 27 (maximumallowed ia 50)

10
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which occurs in the oxygen evaluation (SID . 2034)

prepared in 1965 at the tiolls Atomic Power Labora-

tory (KA1’L).The number of energies IVESin the ES

block for each SID is listed in the last column of

Table VI. By far the largest number of ener8y

points (NES = 1919) is required for the u-238 eval-

uation, SID-3005. Such a large number ia not un-

reasonablebecause meny points are required to de-

scribe adequately the resonance behavior of the

uranium crosi section. However, this number is

much lower than the maximum of 3000 indicated in

Table II.



The 34 group structures stored In File 1 of the

most recent edition of the LMfDF are listed in

Table VII. For each separate group structure there

is a group set identificationnumber GID followed

by the descriptionof the set as contained in the

GDES array. The number of groups G and the number

of flux, energy pairs KG are listed in the third

and fourth columns of the table. The largest number

of groups in any set is 68 and the largest number of

energy points for which values of the flux are tab-

ulated is 169. These numbers are well under the

maximum values of 80 and 500 allowed in Table I for

variables G and KG, respectively.

Additional croaa-sectionsets and group struc-

tures can be added to the library tape at any time.

The FORTRAN code XSMOD has been written at LASL by

Martha Hoyt to perform these functions. It should

be emphasized,however, that when using any edition

of the LAMUF, one is not limited to the group struc-

tures contained therein but can instead use any

arbitrary weighting structure using cards as input.

D. Additional Details About Uae of the Data

1. Log-Log InterpolationSchemes. Energy-

dependent quantitiesabout which information is

given in the LAMDF-quantities like the flux distri-

butions O(E), reaction cross sections Ur(E), and the

average number of neutrons per fission v(E)--are

asaumed to vary smoothly enough with energy that the

gIzJ
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functionaldependence can be representedby the

coordinatesof end points of linear segments taken

from !lnX vs Ln E plots, X representing0, Ur, or

v. In the “log-log” representationthe quantity

X(E) for ~~E~~+l is interpolatedbetween the

tabulatedpaira of values (~,X# and (Ek+l,\+l)

using the formula

“th ‘k< E < %+1”

Equation (12) can be rewritten

‘n[~l=’’nkl‘

where

‘=+W+A
Furthermore, if we define

S=!Zn~-Y!ZnE
k’

(12)

(13)

.

(15)

(14)

then the interpolatedvalue X(E) can be expressed

X(E) = es Ey . (16)

This form is extremely convenient since the inte-

grals, such as those in Eq. (4), can then be written

in the form

E;

/
dEX1(E) X2(E).....Xn(E) ,

E-
g

where

and

Sn Yn
Xn(E) = e E ,

(17)

(18)

(19)

11



which can be integratedexactly. Hence the integral

can be further simplified to

-1-

‘1 ‘2
Sn ‘g

e
I

‘1 ‘2.00Eyn
. e ... e dE”E”E (20)

E-
g

or

E;
esl+s2+”””+sn

f

‘l+y2+”””+yn
dll”l? . (21)

E-
g

The lower and upper energy bounds of the gth group

are designated E; and E;, as described previously.

Also note that because of the logarithmic interpola-

tion, it ia impossible to use values of 0.0 for

‘ith”r % ‘r %“
Instead, in all casea 10

-20 is

used to approximate 0.0.

2. Secondary Energy ProbabilityDistributions.

For a reaction with identificationnumber ID such

that 15 ~ ID < 31, the entry in the IRS array will

be nonzero and, as mentioned in connectionwith

Table III, the cross-sectionrecord will contain

values of ESJ as well as the cross sections them-

selves. The secondary energy probability distribu-

tions P(E + E“)--the probability that neutrons of

energy E- will be produced by an incident neutron of

energy E--are calculated from entries in ESJ.

For each reaction, P(E + E-) is normalized such

that

E“max

I
P(E + E-) dE- = TYPE ,

0

(22)

where E“max is the maximum possible secondary neu-

tron energy. Each probabilitydistributioncan be

broken down into partial distributionsFk(E + E“)

such that

10

p(E+ E-) =
I

F (E+E’) ,
‘k k

(23)

k=l

where Wk is the fractionalprobability that the dis-

tributionFk(E + E“) is to be used to describe the

outgoing neutrons. Equation (22) is obtained by

requiring that

10

x ‘k
= TYPl? ,

k-1

(24)

where TYPE is the number of secondary neutrons pro-

duced in the reaction. Each Fk(E + E“) is defined

by a different analytic repreaentationcalled a law;

we say that Wk is the weight for the kth law. As

indicated in Eq. (23), provision has been made for

as many aa 10 laws, although only 8 are now being

used in the LAMDF. The distributionsFk(E + E-) are

analytic in secondary energy E“ only; separate tab-

ulations of the parameters andlor data for the var-

ious laws must be given for many values of the in-

cident neutron energy E. Thus, the ESJ block is

broken into aubliats, one for each of several inci-

dent neutron energies Ei; each of the aubliata can

be broken into no more than eight sub-sublists,one

for each of the eight allowable lawa. All numbers

in the ESJ block are in floating point form. Various

combinationsof negative numbers serve as flags to

separate the sublista and sub-aublistswithin the

ESJ block. All data other than these flags will be

a 0.0. A detailed description of the organization

of the ESJ block is given in Fig. 2.

The length of the block for the rth reaction as

given fn the rth entry of the IRS array is determined

by the particular reaction, the number of incident

neutron energies Ei at which the probability diatrf-

butions are to be calculated,and the number of laws

required to specify each distribution. Two things

are always the same: (a) The first word in the

block is the identificationnumber for the reaction

in floating point. (b) The last word of the ESJ

block will be -1.0. As shown in Fig. 2, the main

part of the block is broken up into several subliuts

ending with two negative numbers -5.0, -2.0. The

first word of each aubliat is an incident neutron

energy Ei followed by up to eight sub-aublistawhich

correspond to the eight laws currently provided for.

Each sub-aublistbegins with a pair of numbers Wk

and~, where ~=l.0, 2.0,..., 7.0, orlO.Oandwk

ia the weight to be associatedwith the kth law;

the sub-sublist ia ended with the number -4.O. Thus

there are really three negative numbers at the end

12



“%
‘l> 5

Rimr,eters
and/OrOata

-b.01

‘2*L2
Parameters
a2d/OrLata

-4.0I
.
.
.

‘k* %
l%rtrieters
and/ortcte

-4.01
-5.0,-2.0
.
.

;n
w~,q

Pr.mmeters
amdjortata

-4.0I
.

‘k~%
Peralleters
@or Dats

-b.0I
-5.0,-2.0,-1.0
mf

Sub-sublistfor
tbe fi.mstlaw

Sub-sublistfor
tbe *econ&law

Sub-sublistfor
the ktt law,k~

~, ~> E2, U2, ...Em.“m
-1.0

I

Sublfstfor fnclderrt
neutronenergy~

Subl.istforincident
neutronenergyEn

Specielscblistfor
fissionreactions

Fig. 2. Arrangement of the ESJ block.

of each sublist: che number -4.0 signifies the end

of the sub-sublistfor the last law and the pair

-5.0, -2.0 marks the end of the sublist for some

energy. The sublists are arranged so that the

energies El appear in order of ascending magnitude.

Each probability distributionP(E + E’) is assumed

to be independentof E over energy ranges whose

boundaries are delineatedby the El; the probability

distributionsare not interpolatedbetween the ener-—

giea for which

assumes

P(E + E’)

forEi<E~E
i

the subliats are given. Instead, one

= p(Ei + E-) (25)

.+1“ At energies above Ef, the energy

of the final sublist,

P(E+ E’) = p(Ef +E”) . (26)

The aublists are repeated until the final ener-

gy sublist which ends with four negative numbers

-4.0, -5.0, -2.0, and -1.0. This combinationof

negative numbers marka the end of the ESJ block ex-

cept in the case of the fission reactfona with

ID = 18, 19, 20, or 21. For fission reactions the

set of four numbers 1.sfollowed by a special block

containingdata on the energy dependence of v, the

average number of neutrona per fiaaion. The firat

word of the special block is an identification

number ID + 4000 in floating point; i.e., for

ID = 18 the first word of the special block would

be 4018.0. Then follows a sequence of pairs of

values of energy and V; this special block is ter-

minated with the negative number -1.0.

To understand fully the ESJ array, the func-

tional forms of the probability distributionsmust

be described and the arrangement of the parameters

thereof as read from the aub-sublistsmust be de-

fined. The eight laws currently provided for in

EVXS are similar to those prescribed for the UK

Library.
1

The details of the laws as prescribed

for the LAMDF are given here,

Law 1. In this representationthe secondary

neutrons are emitted with fixed discrete energies
.

‘i
so that

I

F1(E+E-) =
z

fi 6(E” - E;) , (27)

1=1

where fi la the fraction of the secondary neutrona

emitted with energy E; and 6(E” - E;) is the Dirac

delta-functiondistributionused to represent the

discrete nature of energy E;.

II I

2 ‘i
- 1.0 < 0.005

i=l

The entries in the sub-sublist

It la required that

. (28)

for this law are w.,

L = 1.0, E~, fl,..., E;, fl, -4.0.

Law 2. This law is used to represent secondary

neutrons with discrete energies E; which are direct-

ly related to the incident neutron energy E. The

distributionF2(E + E’) la expressed

.
L

F2(E + E-) =
I

fi 6(E- - E;) , (29)

1=1



but here

where E is tt.e

- Di) , (30)

incident neutron energy, Di is some

discrete energy decrement, and Ai is the reduction

factcr. As for Law 1, tt.efi sum to unity. The

entries in the sub-sublist for this law are W2,

L = 2.0, PI, Al, fl,..., D1, AI, fl, -4.0.

Law 3. The distributionfunction for this law

is a continuous normalized spectrum f(E”) independe-

nt

the

the

L=

of the incident energy E. Thus,

F3(E + E“) = f(E”) ; (31)

function f(E”) is given in tabular form so that

entries in the sub-sublist for this law are w ,
3

3.0, E;, f(E:),..., E;, f(’d~),-4.0.
1. L L L

Law 4. Neutrons with secondary energy E’ are

representedby the normalized distributionfunction

F4(E + E“) which is tabulatedas a function of E“

for several values of 1?. The aub-sublist for this

law looks just like that for Law 3, because the de-

pendence on E is introducedsolely through the use

of several sublists. Specifically,the sub-sublist

for some energy E haa the form W4, L = 4.0, E;,

f(E+E~), ..., RI, f(E+ E;), -4.0.

Law 5. The distribution function for this law

is written

F5(E + E“) = g(E,E”/Eq) (32)

where q = 1/2. The function g(E,E”/Eq)= g(E,x),
where ~ - E“/Eq, is tabulatedas a function of x so

that the sub-sublistfor this law for a particular

energy haa the form w,-,L = 5.0, X1, g(E,xl)>...>

X1, E(E,x1), -4.0.

Law 6. The distributionfunction for this law

has the same form as that for Law 5 except that

q=l. It should be noted that Laws 4, 5, and 6

have the same form except that q = O, 1/2, and 1,

respectively.

Law 7. A detailed representationof the gener-

alized fission spectrum is given by the distribution

for this law.

written

F7(E+E”) =a

The probability distribution ia

E’
E- ‘~

Fe
+(1-U)’*

(33)

where

B=a+b(Q+l)
1/2

9 (34)

T=c(E- Ef)/(14 - Ef) (energiesin MeV),(35)

Ef = threshold energy for the (n,n’f)

reaction , (36)

and

a +U
n,n-f n,2n-f

a- . (37)
~(un,f + an,n-f + ‘n,2n’f)

Quantities a, b, c, and Ef are input through the

ES.farray; the remaining quantities (the E, ~ pairs)

must be obtained from the special section at the

end of the ESJ array, The dependence of F7(E + E-)

on the incident neutron energy E is stated explicit-

ly in the expression for T, but it is implicit in

the quantities~, the average number of neutrons

per fiseion, and the various fiaaion reaction cross

sections used in calculating B and a. The simple

Maxwellian fiseion distribution

9 (38)

is a special case with a = b = 0.0.

This distributionis normalized so that

m

IF7(E +E-) dE- - 1.0 .

0

(39)

At present EVXS is programmed to handle only the

cases with a = b = 0.0. Herein lies the origin of

the comment in Table V concerningreactions with

14



ID = 20 and 21, the (n,n”f)and (n,2n”f)reactions

not currentlyhandled by SVXS. However, provision

haa been made in the aub-subliatfor this law to

include all four input parameters; ita general form

is W7, L = 7.0, a, b, c, Ef, -4,0.

Law 10. An evaporationspectrum ia represented

by LSW 10; ViZ.,

FIO(E + E“) = ~ e-E-/T
T2 ‘

(40)

+1

f
T(P,Ei)dp = 1.0 . (42)

-1

It is understood that the angular distributionsat

intermediateenergies are to be obtained by linear

interpolationbetween those at energiea Ei and Ei+l,

regardless of whether T(p,Ei) ia tabulateddirectly

or obtained from Legendre coefficients. Thus,

T(P,E) = T(LI,Ei)+ (E - Ei)

where

Dependence on energy E is introduced through energy

dependence of parameter a. For a given E the suh-

sublist for Law 10 is simply written wlo, L = 10.0,

a, -4.0. This law is really one special limit

(a= 1) of Law 7.

For the tabulationin Laws 3, 4, 5, and 6, it

is aasuned that linear interpolationbetween tabu-

lated pointa is adequate to describe the functions

ao that the trapezoidalrule may be used in the

numerical integrationscarried out with respect to

the secondary energy E“,

3. Angular DistributionRepresentations. The

contents of the angular distributionrecords were

outlined in the discussion centered around Table IV.

It was pointed out that the specificationsfor the

probabilitydistributionsT(v,Ei), either in tabular

form or in terms of Legendre coefficients,are con-

tained in the ‘K array. The number of words KT

contained therein cannot be explicitly defined; it

depends on whether Legendre coefficientsor tabulat-

ed data are given, and on the degree of anisotropy

of the angular distributions. Obviously, fewer

data points are required to specify an isotropic

distributionthan one which is highly anisotropic.

There are sufficientdata to specify NED normalized

probabilitydistributionsT(u,Ei) correspondingto

the NED incident neutron energies Ei. The MD array

contains octal numbers (packedas described in

Sec. 11.A.2) to specify which entries in the TK

array are intended for each of the NED energies.

The normalizationrequirementimplies that

T(u,Ei+l) - T(P,Ei)
x

‘i+l - ‘i s (43)

where E
i < E < ‘i+l”

The normalizationis thereby

preserved at the intermediateenergy E. It remains

to define explicitlyhow the information in the K

block for each energy is to be introduced into the

calculation.

Where the parameter LEGN is greater than zero,

the probability distributionsfor the firat LEGN

energies are specified in terms of Legendre coeffi-

cients. In such cases the first word of the sub-

block in TK containa an integer NF to specify the

number of Legendre coefficients that immediately

follow; specifically,the words are NP, Fl, F2,...,

‘NF“
From these the probability distribution is

calculated

I
N

T(u,Ei) ++ x(2n+l)FnPn(p)

I

, (44)

n.1

where Pn(u) ia the nth order Legendre polynomial and

N < h~. The upper limit N of the summation deaetwes

explanation.

Angular distribution data in the LAMDF may be

given in terms of Legendre coefficients for nonelas-

tic reactions only; furthermore,whether specified

in terms of Legendre coefficientsor tabulated

functions, the probability functions T(uL,E) are in

the laboratory system (SYS = 2) for these reactions.

The expression in Eq. (8) for calculating nth order

Legendre componentsof cross sections for such reac-

tions contains an integral of the form
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+1

I T(PL,E) Pn(PL) dpL ,

-1

where n= O,..., NMAX and NMAX is

of anisotropy desired. Using the

(45)

the maximum order

expression for

T(PL,E) as found in Eq. (44) we can write Eq. (45)

as

+1 N
~
2 J/x

1+

I

(2m+l)FmPm(pL) Pn(pL)dUL

-1 m=1

I-6 i- F&
o,n m m,n ‘

(46)

m=l

where 6
i,j

is the celebratedKroenecker delta, We

have taken advantage of the orthogonalityof the

Legendre polynomialsover the range -1 < pL < +1 in

arriving at Zq. (46). Since n will be no greater

than NMAX, there la no contributionto the summation

in Eq. (46) for m > NMAX. l%us it is clear that

N = IW4AXor NF, whichever is smaller, and that the

integral in Eq. (45) can be expressed as a sum of

the Legendre coefficientsfor the expansions of the

angular distributiondata.

In a set of angular distributions there are

NED energies for which probabilitydistributions

T(p,E) are given. The first LEGh’thereof are spec-

ified in terms of Legendre coefficients;the remain-

ing NED-LEGN distributionsare tabulated so that

each sub-block for these distributionsconaiats of

(lJ,T(!-I,E))pairs stnrting with u = -1.0 and ending

with u = +1.0.

IIT.. METHODS OF CALCLUTION

A. General Remarka

For any single material for which cross sec-

tions are tabulated in the LANDF, group-averaged

cross sections are calculatedby PROGRAM EVXS,

reaction by reaction. The various reactions (sum-

marized in Table V) can be grouped into two broad

categoriesdepending on whether or not secondary

neutrona are produced.

Absorption reactions are those for which there

are no outcoming neutrons so that it is meaningless

scatteringmatrix. As indicated in Table V, these

reactions with ID ~ 101 and TYPE = O absorb neutrons

and, therefore,one can calculate only a total

cross section for neutron disappearancedue to ●ach

such reaction.

The other category of reactiona--thosefor which

secondary neutrons are produced--ismore difficult

to calculate because one must average these cross

sections over both the incoming and outgoing energy

groupe. This second category can be subdivided into

two classea: (1) Those reactiona for which there

is a direct kinematical relationshipbetween the

outgoing energy and the scattering angle ao that the

width of the outgoing energy group g- can be related

to a range of the scattering cosine I.I.(2) Those

reactions fcm which the secondary energy distribu-

tions are not directly related to the scattering

angle, but are described instead in terms of the

fractionalprobability that a neutron of incident

energy E will produce secondary neutrons of energy

E.. Legendre components of the scatteringmatrix

are calculated for all reactions in the second

category.

For absorption reactiona, only the total cross

section ia calculated. For elastic, discrete in-

elastic, and nonelastic reactiona, the total and

scatteringcross sectione are computed. For fission

reactions, the total cross section, the fission

fraction Xg.t and the average number of neutrona

per fission v are calculated. After the multigroup,

microscopic neutron cross sections have been calcu-

lated for all reactiona, the total cross sections

and scatteringmatrices are combined into DTF for-

mat suitable for input to neutron tranaport calcu-

lation. In Sec. III we present in detail the pro-

cedure for group-averagingthe data in the LAMDF

described in Sec. II.

B. Absorption

For each reaction r such that 101 < ID < 108

and TYPE = O, a total cross section is calculated

for each of the G neutron energy groups; viz.,

~+

f

g
u
rgg =

dE @(E) 6r(E) (g=l, 2,..., G) , (47)

E;

to speak about calculatinga contribution to the
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where Ur(E) is the absorption cross section and

O(E) is the normalizedweighting function. The

Wer and lower energy bounds of the gth group are

E; and E-. lJotethat E; is the same as E-
J3 g+l“

Both O(E) and Ur(E) are tabulatedas linear

segments on log-log plots so that the integral in

Eq. (47) can be performed exactly. The energy

range E- to E; is divided into I smaller intervals
g

determinedby the values of E. and Ek at which the
J

cross sections snd fluxes, respectively,are tab-

ulated, Equation (47) can then be written

I E2i

u
r,g = 2J

dEi @(Ei) Ur(Ei) , (48)

i=l Eli

where the low energy boundary Ell of the first in-

terval ia E; and the high energy boundary E21 of
+

the Ith group is E . As shown in Sec. II, the ex-
i?

pression for the flux in any one of the intervals

such that Ek < Ei < 1$+1 can be written

‘i ‘i@(Ei) = e Ei ,

where

.k(@k+l/@k)

‘i = Jh(l++l/lj)

and

Pi = In(@k) - Xi !h(Ek) .

(49)

(50)

(51)

Similarly,for Ur(Ei) in the range E
j < ‘i < Ej+l’

Ur(Ei) = e‘i ‘i
‘i ‘ (52)

where

h (5~+lluj)
‘i = !Zn(Ej+l/Ej) (53)

and

Si = gn(uj) - Yi !?,n(Ej) . (54)

Note that P
i’ ‘i’ ‘i’ and ‘i are constants”

Thus,

rE2i
E2
fi P,

INTSI dl?i@(Ei)ar(Ei)=l ‘dEie J

in
i

hi

xi s Yi
i

Pi+s E2i
xEe E=e

i

f

‘i+yi
i i ‘Ei ‘i

. (55)

Eli

In the case Xi + Yi + 1 = O,

Pi+si
E21

TNT = e [!?,n(Ei)]

IE1,

(56)

WhenXi+Yi+l#O,

E2i

INT=epi+si xEx~+~+l . (57)
ii

Eli

The total integral is the sum of the integrals over

the I smaller intervals. Aa we have seen, tbe inte-

grala for u are performed exactly; no numerical
r,g

approximationshave been made. Of course, the group-

averaged total cross section is no more accurate

than the representationof the experimentaldata as

found in the I&lDF,

c. Scattering Computed Using Angular Distributions

The cross sections for scattering reactions

must be averaged over both incoming and outgoing

energies. For elastic (ID = 2) and discrete inelas-

tic (5 < ID < 14 and 51 < ID < 80) reactions, there

is one outgoing neutron for every incident neutron,

and a definite relationshipexists between the

cosine of the scattering angle and the energy of the

outgoing neutron. For these reactions we calculate

Legendre components of the cross section for scat-

tering neutrons from incident energy group g to

scattered group g“, where g“ < g. Upscattering in

energy of the neutrons is not allowed, although it

would be relatively simple to add to the code if it

were needed.



The integral expression to be evaluated is

u .-
/
dE O(E) U=(E)

1
dp

r,n,g,g
g Ap(E,g”)

x T(u,E) Pn(PL) , (58)

where Av(E,g’) is the angular range allowed for

scattered neutrons having energies within the bounda

of the g“th group. Here, as before, 9(E) and Ur(E)

are the weighting flux and the cross section, VL is

the scatteringcosine in the laboratory system,

Pn(pL) is the Legendre polynomial of order n, T(P,E)

ia the angular distribution,and p ia the scattering

cosine in whichever system T(P,E) is specified. The

abbreviation

haa been used in Eq. (58) and will be used through-

out. It is clear that for the lowest energy group

(g “ -1), u = -1.0, and Umx cannot exceed +1.0
min

in the highest secondary energy group g’ = g.

The total cross section u for reaction r
r,n,g

and group g is the sum of the cross sections for

scattering into group g and all lower energy groups:

g
cs- Z u .r,n,g r,n,g,g ,

g“=1
(59)

which can be written

g ~ax(E,g”)!J

a=
r,n,g If

dE @(E) Ur(E)
J

g’=1 g vmin(E,gO)

x dp T(P,E) Pn(uL) . (60)

The fractionalnumber of neutrons of energy E scet-

tered into secondary

angular distribution

energy group g“ is given by the

integral

~x(E,gO)P

N(E) =
I

dv T(P,E) pn(fi) . (61)

umin(E,gO)

In Eqa. (58), (60), and (61) the determinationof

the limits on p depends on whether the scattering

ia elastic or discrete inelastic,and these cases

must be considered separately. First let us con-

sider some additional general details about the

evaluation of the integral in Eq. (58).

The integral in energy over the gth group in

Eq. (58) is computed in a fashion similar to that

for the absorptionreactiona. The energy range E-
8

to E: is divided into smaller intervals determined

by the energies at which the fluxes, croaa sections,

and angular distributionsare tabulated. As in

Eq. (48) and those following, let the flux 6(E) be

expressed in the range ~ <El < E <E2 C ~+1 aa

L?(E)=epEx ,

let the cross section Ur(E) be expressed in the

rangeEj<El<E<E2<E
j+l as

s ~Y
ur(E) = e s

and let the angular distributionsT(IJ,E)be given

at energies Ea and ~ such that Ea < El < E < E2

<~. Upon substitutionof the above expressions,

that portion of the integral in Eq. (58) over the

energy intenal El < E < E2 can be written

I

E2
INT = dE ep Ex es Ey N(I?)

El

= eP+s

J

E2
dE Ex Ey N(E)

El

P+s ‘2

I

dE ~x ~Y~
=e

E’
(62c)

El

where the angular integral N(E) is defined in

Eq. (61). Recall that P, S, X, and Y are constants.

(62a)

(62b)
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Equation (62c) serves to define B(E). From Eqs.

(61) and (62c)we further define

Ps =P+s

XY =X+Y”

BO = B(Ea) = E
I

dp T(LI,E=)Pn(PL)
a

(63)

AP(Ea,g”)
AA =B1-BO

BE
()

‘o ‘1
“.* %<-%

and

B1 ~ B(%) = Eb
1

dP T(P,~) pn(PL) . (64)

AD(Eb,g”)

PS E2
e

‘Sm = -EE-(
dE Exy

in

(68)

The angular integrationsare performed only for

those energies at which the angular distributions

are specified. An approximationia made in assuming

that the qunntity B(E) at intermediateenergy E may

be obtained by linear interpolationbetween the

quantities B. and B1 at energies E nnd E
b“

The
a

following explicit form for B(E) is used:

in

Then
.

INT=AA*ASUM+BB* BSUM (69)

Generally,

B (Eb - E) - B1(Ea- E)
_o

. .
Ps
e

‘Sm = E

‘2XY+1 _ EIXY+l

XY+l
(70)B(E)

~-ua

(Ea~E~~) . (65)

Substitutinginto Eq. (62c) we find that

and

Ps

‘Sm = %-

# – Eln
XY

. (71)

If ]XYI < 0.001,

are used:

then the following approximations

Ps
ASUM = ~ (E2 - El) (72)which can be written

eP+s

[ II
INT=B1-BO —

~-Ea f

‘2
dE Ex+y

El 1

and

Ps

()
BSUM=~!?n~ . (73)

+[E+%?j][& j&x+y-ll. ,67, Furthermore, if [XT + 11 < 0.001, special attention

is given to the evaluation of ASUM, which la re-

written asThe terms in the square and curly bracea are combined

in SUBROUTINECOEF; the expressionsinside the curly

braces are actually evaluated in SUBROUTINE SSUM.

Using the notation which is essentially that of the

FORTRAN prograunning,we let

ePS E2

f

Exy+l

‘Sm = =
dE~ .

El

(74)

The numerator of the integrand is expanded;
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#Y+l
-l+ (XY+l) Lo+.. . .. ,

where the first two terms of the expanaion are aa-

sumed sufficientbecause XT -1-1 ~ O. Hence, ASUN

is approximatedas

PS E2
ASUM = ~

1[
dE 1+ (XY+l) k(E)]~

El

Ps

( )[
=~*9.n~ 1+ ~kn(El * E2)

I . (75)

From each small energy interval El < E < E2 in

the integrsl over the gth group, there will be a

contribution to the g-th group, where g- = 1,...,g.

Therefore, even though it is not explicitly indicated

in the notation, quantity B(E) defined in l?q.(62c)

and the constanta B
o
and B1 in Eqs. (63) and (64)

are dependent on the outgoing group g“. In PRCGRAM

EVXS, B. and B1 are arrays BO and B1 into which are

stored g values of B(Ea) and B(Eb) for each of the

g“ groups. Aa the range of the incident neutron

energy E increases to the point that El = ~, the

values in the BO array are replaced by those in the

B1 array, and new values for the B1 array are cal-

culated at some new, higher energy ~. If E should

exceed ~ED, the highest energy for which an angular

distributionia given, we continue with the same

values of B. and E~, letting the interpolationbe-

come an extrapolation.

The angular distribution integral in Eq. (61)

over the range A!.I(E,g-) is obtained by taking the

differencebetween the two integrals from -1 to

P and IImin;viz.,max

N(E) =
~x(E,g”)lJ

/
dPT(lJ,E)Pn(PL)

-1

I‘rein
(E,g-)

dPT(P,E) Pn(PL) .

-1

(76)

The integrala are not evaluated for these limits

explicitly,however. Instead, we calculate a set of

integrals

fi(E) =
1

‘i
dPT(P,E) Pn(PL)

-1

where i = 0,...,NINC

and

Pi =-l+& .

(77)

(78)

The integer NINC is the number of intervals into

which the scattering cosine range -1 to +1 is di-

vided, and it ia read from the angular distribution

record. For pi < u <l.Ii+l

1
P
dPT(P,E) Pn(lJL)= fi(E) + (P - Bi)

-1

[

fi+l(E) - fi(E)
x 1 .‘i+l-pi (79)

This interpolationis carried out in SUBROUTINE FF.

There are NINP = NINC + 1 values for both fi(Ea)

and fi(Eb) stored in arraya DUTL and DUTP, respec-

tively. The integral over the scattering cosine in

Eq. (77) is carried out in SUBROUTINE INTG using

Simpson’s rule for numerical integration. Simpson’s

rule is written

b

/

b-a
F(x) dx=3.2. m

I 1
F(xo) + 4F(x1) + 2F(x2) + 4F(x3) + ... + 4F(x2m_l) + F(x2m) ,

a

(80)
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where the interval in x from a to b has been divided

into 2m intervals,m being an appropriate integer.

In our case F(p) = T(p,E)Pn(pL). We write

f

‘i

()
-U.

DUTPi = fi(E) = F(P) dp = ~“: ~ . ~

~o=-l

The coefficientin round braces can be expressed

Pi - P.
,i

—- (-1)
‘1 + NINC

VINC
— .

6i 6i “T ‘

where VINC = l/NINC. The calculationis arranged

in the followingway:

DUTPO = 0.0

DUTP1 = ~

b’) ‘4FF?+F(QI.

.

.

DUTP1 = DUTPi_l +?

(81)

‘[F(pi-l)+4F(’i-1Jpi)+F(4’82)

The integrands,as well ss the limits of inte-

gration in Eq. (76), are determineddifferently

depending on whether the reaction represents elastic

or discrete inelaatic scattering. However, it ia

assumed that the angular distributiondata for these

reactionaare always given in the center-of-mass

system (SYS = 1). The program proceeds as if this

were the case, and only a warning message is printed

if SYS = 2. We consider the elastic and discrete

inelastic cases separately.

1, Elastic Scattering. The first reaction

processed for any material is always the elastic

scatteringcross section. Thus, for r = 1, ID will

always be 2,

sion for the

and we can write explicitly the expres-

elastic group-to-groupcross section as

‘l,n,g,g- = f
dE O(E) Ur(E)

x
f

dp T(P,E) Pn(PL) , (83)

Ap(E,g”)

where g”= l,..., gandn=(),. o., NMAX.

The integral is carried out over the center-of-

msss scattering cosine ~. The argument of the

Legendre polynomial in Eq. (83)--cosineof the lab-

oratory scatteringangle pL--is related to p through

the expression

~=(l+R3.

where R3 = AM, R2 =

AM = A/1.00866545,and A is the atomic weight of the

material. The denominator of the above expression

is teated to avofd division by zero. If the quantity

inside the radical is less than 0.0001, UL is set to

zero.

The range of u allowed for scattering into

group g“ is

AV(E,g”) = Bmx(E,g-) - pmin(E,g”) ,

where

u= (E,g-)
1[

: E:. +~~. - E)]l= min +1, —

and

~dn(E,g-)
= ‘XI-l** IE:=l + R E--1 - E)ll@
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Thece formulas for the minimum and maximum of

the cosine of the scatteringangle can be derived

from simple kinematics for elastic two-body col-

lisions as shown in Jackson* and Glasstone,3 for

example. It is plain that the lower boundary for

the higher energy group equals the upper boundary

for the lower energy group; that is, Pmfn(E>g” + 1)

E Drax(E,g”). Furthermore,vmin(E,g-) = -1 for

s’ = 1. The computationof the limits is done in

SUBROUTINEGE~.

The values of T(P,E) required as part of the

integrand in Eqs. (77) through (82) are determined

in FUNCTION TE. For all energies E such that the

probabilitydistributionsare tabulated (paira of

bf and T(Pi,E)), linear interpolationin p ia used

to determine T(LI,E). Specifically,for

vi <~ <Ui+l

T(P,E) s TE = T(Bi,E) + (U - Pi)

[

T(Pi+l,E) - T(PiE)
x 1 .~i+l-PL (86)

The valuea of pi and T(Pf,E) are stored in the TK

array as described in Sec. II. This function rou-

tine can also handle angular distributionsexpressed

in terms of Legendre expansion coefficients. In

this caae the TK array containa NF coefficientsFn

at energy E such that

[

Nl?

T(P,E) = ~ 1 +
2 I(2n+ 1) FnPn(p) . (87)

n=1

The Legendre polynomials in Eqs. (77) through

(82) with argument BL are calculated in FUNCTION

PN. It is important to realize that the value of v

pasaed to the function through the calling sequence

is the same P over which the numerical integration

is being carried out. Since M and T(P,E) are in the

Center-of-rosaayatem, p~ must be calculatedusing

Eq. (84). If n = O, then PO = 1.0, regardleas of

the value of M. Higher order polynomials are cal-

culated using the recurrence relation*

‘Substitutionof 9.= n - 1 in Eq. (3-39) on page 106
of Ref. 4 will give Eq. (88) of this report.

(*n - 1) u pn-l(p) - (n - 1) pn_2(P) , ~88)
l’n(!J)= n

For n c 2, PO(P) = 1.0, and PI(P) -P.

2. Discrete Inelastic Scatterin&. In discrete

inelaatic scatteringreactions, the incident neutron

loses a certain amount of energy in the scattering,

and the energy lost appears in the target nucleus

which is left in an excited atate. The reaction

energy Qr is negative, and the croaa section for

each reaction has a definite threshold energy.

There ia a well defined relationshipbetween the

scatteringangle and the energy of the secondary

neutron. These reactions have 5 < ID < 14 and

S1 < ID < 80 and TYPE = 1; provision has thereby

been made for discrete inelastic scattering to as

many as 40 excited states of the residual nucleus.

The expression for the nth Legendre component

of the scatteringmatrix for the rth reaction appears

to be the same as that for elastic scattering:

u .- 1dE O(E) Or(E)
r,n,g,g

x I dpT(U,E) Pn(PL) , (89)

Ap(E,g”)

where g=l,... ,Gand n-0,.. .,NMAX. The evalua-

tion of this integral proceeds in the same manner

aa for elastic scattering,but there are some signi-

ficant differences.

The expressionafor pmax(E,g”)

are generalizedas follows:

I I
max(E,g-) =min +1,+ E~.+f -v

[Pmin(E,g-) = max -1, ~ E:._l+ f

The expressions for f and E* are

AM(AM+l)lql
l+AM2-

f-
A14(At.f+:)l~l

2AM+
E

(E:, - E))l

● (E:._l- E)]].

(90)

(91)
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and

4 AM(AM+l)]Q=I
E. AM2-

~* = E
AM(AM+l)]Q_l , (92)

AM+
=.

2E —

where AN = A/1.0C866544 as previouslyand Qr is the

reaction energy. In the limit Qr + O, which is the

case for elastic scattering,we see that

f+l+AM2 R1
~=—andE* +ER2 ;

In this limit the expressionsin Eq. (90) reduce to

those in Eq. (?5).

The laboratoryscattering cosine UL ia related

to the center-of-maascosine p still using the

formula

l+p ● R3
‘L ‘ &+u.R2

in FUNCTION PN, but for discrete inelastic scatter-

ing we have

At the present time we assume that T(p,E) = 0.5

in the center-of-masssystem for all discrete in-

elastic reactions. The expression for N(E) becomes

N(E) =;
J

dp Pn(PL) (94a)

AV

1.-
2 J

d~ ‘pn(PL) .L dpL
AU

(94b)

In practice,we proceed to evaluate the integral as

shown in Eq. (94a) using Simpson’s integrationas

discussed in connectionwith elastic scattering.

In Eqs. (63) and (64) we defined two quantities

BO and B1 at energies Ea and ~ for which angular

distributionswere given. For discrete inelastic

reactionswe do not use angular distributiondata

from the library, but assume isotropic scattering

in the center-of-masssystem at all energies. To

make our integrationprocedure work, we still need

NED energies at which to evaluate Eq. (94a). This

special set of energies is calculated in SUBROUTINE

FINDE.

and

the

For

set

the

for

If n = O, the i.ntegrandin Eq. (94a) is unity,

the integral is evaluated at only two energies

‘1
&.#lQr[ ,

threshold energy, and

E2=50E1.

n > 0, a special algorithm is used to yield a

of energies E
k
with sufficient density to allow

same general integrationscheme to be used as

elastic scattering. It is required that the

total number of energies NED be between 4 and 20.

These energies

follows:

AM+l.—
‘1 AM

are calculated in SUBROUTINEFINDE as

[

AMz-
‘2

=El. minl+~,—
n+l

AM2 - 1.

‘3 ( )
=l+~E2

.

‘4 ( )
.1+*E3

‘5
= E42/E1

.

2
‘NED = ‘NED-l’E1

(95)

‘Uch ‘hat %ED-l< 15 Mev<ENEDand4Gm <20”
In computing the integral over the gth group in

Eq. (89), recall that the energy range E- to E; is
~

divided into smaller intervals determined by the

energies at which the fluxes, cross sections, and

angular distributionsare tabulated. The boundaries

of each small energy interval are El and E2, as in

Eq. (62). In the discrete inelastic integrations,

it is required that E2 shall be large enough that

AM(AN + l)lQrl
Al? >

E2 ; (96)
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otherwise, the integral from El to E2 is aet to The angulsr distributionsTr(vL,E) are always

zero. ‘lhisis really just another way of insuring

that the range of integrationis above the threshold

energy for the reaction and that any integral below

the threshold is eliminated.

D. ScatteringComputed by Laws

Nonelastic reactions are those for which there

is no direct relationshipbetween the scattering

angle and the energy of the secondaryneutron. The

energy distributionof secondary neutrons is de-

scribed instead in terms of the fractionalproba-

bility that a neutron of incident energy E will

produce neutrons of energy E“. The nonelastic reac-

t.ionsin the LAMDF have identificationnumbers

15 < Ill< 31, of which the fission reactions with

18 < ID < 21 are a subset. For fission reactions

not only the total cross section ia calculated for

each group, but in addition the fission fractions

and the average number of neutrons per fission are

calculated. For all other nonelastic reactions, a

scatteringmatrix is calculated.

1. Nonelastic ScatteringMatrices. For a non-

elastic reaction r with TYPE > 0 and 15 ~ ID < 17

or 22 ~ ID < 31, the expression for the nth Legendre

component of the scatteringmatrix is written

u .=
r,n,g,g 1dE (d(E)Ur(E)

s

[/

+1

r,g”(E)XN

1

dPLTr(PL,E)Pn(PL) , (97)

-1

where g= l,..., G, g“= l,..., g, andn= O,...,

NMAX, the same notation as used in Eq. (58) for

elastic and discrete inelastic scattering. The

quantity Nr g,(E) represents the fractionalnumber

of neutrons’scatteredinto group g“ from the rth .

reaction induced by an incoming neutron of energy E.

It is an integral over the g-th group of the second-

ary energy probabilitydistributionpr(E + E“), the

fractionalprobability that for this reaction neu-

trons of energy E’ will be produced by an incident

neutron of energy E. As discussed in Sec. 11.D.2

the function pr(E + E-) may be a tabulated function

or it may be + definite analytic function for which

parameters are given.

given in the laboratorysystem (SYS = 2) for these

reactions. The angular integral in Eq. (97) is over

the full range of PL from -1 to +1; in comparison

with Eq. (58) there is no AM(E,g”) because we are

ignoring energy-anglecorrelation. If the angular

distribution is given in terms of Legendre expansion

coefficients,the angular integral becomes especially

simple due to the orthogonalityof the Legendre

polynomials as discuaaed in Sec. 11.D.3. When the

angular distributionTr(PL,E) is tabulatedas a

function of the scattering cosine PL, we first csl-

culate the Fn(E) before proceeding to the integra-

tion in energy over group g. Specifically,for each

of the NED energies at which Tr(uL,E) ia tabulated,

we expand the angular distributionaa

[-

T=(PL,E) = $ 1 +
z 1(2n+l) Fn(E) Pn(BL) . (98)

n=l

Then

+1

Fn(E) =JdPL Tr(PL,E) Pn(l.IL) ,

-1

(99)

precisely the integral over scattering cosine we

find in Eq. (97). The procedure used in SUBROUTINE

TINI~ for evaluating the above integral is interest-

ing. Because we work with one reaction at a time

and because we evaluate the integral separately for

each reaction r and energy E, we can drop the ex-

plicit reference to E and r in the following dis-

cussion. We also drop the subscript L on pL for

convenience. It is assumed that linear interpolation

is adequate to describe the angular distribution

T=(P) between the angles at which it ia tabulated.

Thus

(100a)

=a+fip
(~j-1

<p<~j) . (100b)

One small part of the integral in Eq. (99) is approx-

imated
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I
‘1

f
h

du T(u) Pn(u) = dp(a + 6P) Pn(u) (lOla)

~j-1 ‘j-l

I

‘j

u.

I

J
=a dp Pn(u) + e dv P Pn(P) . (lOlb)

Uj-1 ~j-1

The first integral in Eq. (lOlb) is rewritten using

integrationby psrts:

But

pP~(p) = P~_l(p) + n Pn(y) ;

therefore,

f
dp Pn(I.l)= P Pn(u) -

I
dv P;_l(P) -

f
du n Pn(u),

so that

Id~ Pn(P) =* [PPn(u)- Pn_l(l.l)
1

. (102)

The second integral in Eq. (lOlb) is rewritten using

another recurrence relation, again taken from

Ref. 4,

pPn(p) =* [(n+ 1) pn+l(v) +n pn_l(P)l .

Thus,

f

n+l
dp PPn(u) =—

f
dv pn+l(P) + Zn; ~

.
2n+l

x
J
dp Pn-l(M) . (103)

For each angular interval v <p<pjin
j-1

Eq. (lOlb),we calculate the Legendre polynomials

Pn+l(u), pn(p), and Pn_l(p) for p = pj and Bj_l.

Then each Legendre polynomial Pm(uj) is replaced by

f

‘j
d~ Pm(u)

Uj-1

calculatedusing

evaluated as

(j >landm=n+l, n,n- 1)

Eq. (102); Eq. (lOlb) can then be

(Pj
J f

‘j
d~ T(P) Pn(u) = CY dp Pn(u) +-

f

‘j u.

X5 dp P
f

n+l@) +*6 J

xdPP n-l(p) “

These contributionsto the total

from -1 to +1 are calculated and

Legendre expansion coefficientF
n

v.
J-l

(104)

integral over U

summed to give the

(E) in Ea. (99).. . .-.
If no angular distribution is specified, i.e., if

TIDRr c O, then the angular distribution is assumed

isotropic in the laboratory system and the Legendre

expansion coefficientFU(E) is

+1

Fn =
f

1P(PdPL z o L) pn(PL) =*42n+12
-1

x

In Eq.

l’.(uL)

6
n,O “ (105)

(99) we replaced Tr(BL,E) by 1/2; the factor

= 1.0 has been inserted to emphasize the use

of the orthogonalityrelationship for Legendre poly-

nomials. From Eq. (105) we have F. = 1.0 and

Fn = 0.0 for n > 0, which is as we expect for an

isotropic distribution. Of course, for all angular

distributions,isotropic or not, FO(E) = 1.0.

Equation (97) can be rewritten as

5 .=
f
dE O(E) Ur(E) Nr,g.(E) Fn(E)

r,n,g,g
(106)

g

to emphasize that we use the Legendre expansion co–

efffcienta in the integral over energy E. h with

the absorption integrals, the integrationover energy
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E is performed numericallybe summing the integrals

over I smeller intervals in group g. The lower and

upper bounds of the I smaller intervals are deter-

mined by the energies E
j
and ~at which the cross

sections and fluxes, respectively,are tabulated.

In addition the intervalsare subdivided at what-

ever incident neutron energies Em the secondary

angular distributiondata are given. Let Eli and

E2i be the lower and upper energy boundaries of one

of the I intervala. The restrictionsjust discussed

on the boundary limits Eli and E2i can be summarized

by the promiscuous expression

Em<~<Ej
<Eli<E<E2i ‘Ej+l<%+l

Equation (106) is approximatedas

(107)

I E2i

u *%
I

N:,g.
r,n,g,g

(Em) Fn(E2i)
/

i=l Eli

x dE $(E) Ur(E) . (108)

The Legendre expansion coefficientFn is obtained

at energy E2i by linear interpolationbetween the

NED energies at which the coefficientsare avail-

able. If E2i is less than E(l), the first energy

at which the angular distributiondata are given,

then Fn(E2i) = 0.0. On the other hand, if

E2i > E(NED), then Fn(E2i) = Fn(E(NED)). ‘he as-

sumption that Fn(E) is approximatelyconstant over

the energy interval Eli to E2i is made because the

FU(E) are slowly varying functions, interpolated

between energies much more widely spaced than the

separationbetween El and E2. This situation is

insured by requiring that E2i c 100Eli; on the sur-

face this might appear to be no restriction at all,

but recall that the energies E(1) and E(NED) are

separated by several decades. The simple linear

interpolationis carried out in FUNCTION TINEL.

In Eq. (108) an additional superscript i has

been added to the quantity Nir,g.(Em). This ia

significantbecause it is an indicationof the spe-

cial way in which the secondary energy distribution

data in the ESJ block are handled. The data andfor

parameters for the various laws are given for sever-

al incident neutron energies Em; these are read in

SUBROUTINEFTBLN which sets them up for uae in the

energy range Em~E<Em+l as indicated inEq. (107)o

There are no contributionsto the integral for

energi.egless than Em=l, the energy of the first

subliet. At all energies above the highest energy

~in the ESJ block, the sublist correspondingto

1$ is used. l%us, for all intervals such that

Em< Eli < E2i. <Em+l , (109)

the same sublist in the ESJ block is applicable.

Note that i“ may be greater than i. For each of

the several intervals i to i’ in the energy range

r.z-(Em) is reevaluatedusingof this subliat, Ni

E = (Eli + E2i)/2, ~~e average energy over the in-

terval. For certain laws, Law 1 for example,

N’r.E~Em) = N;:g.(Em) because the probability energy

dis&ibution ii independentof the incident neutron

energy E. On the other hand, for Law 5, Ni a(Em)

+ N:;g.(Em) because g(E,I!-/Eq)will vary d~&ding

on the value of E. r,g.(Em) are cal-New values of Ni

culated in SUBROUTINENUMBR for each integration

interval inEq. (108).

As we did in Eq. (48) and those following, let

the flux O(E) and the rth reaction cross section

ur(E) be expressed

O(E) =e ‘#
s EY

and ur(E) = e .

Then Eq. (108) ia written

I

u .$s
z

N:,g
r,n,g,g

.(Em) Fn(E2i)

i=l

+’i+sip=i’yqs (110)

The term in the square brace in Eq. (110) is written
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E2i
~pi+si

f
dEExi+yi= (E2i - Eli)

Eli

where the term in curly braces is the expression

ASUN in Eq. (68) except that ~ and Ea have been

replaced by E2i and Eli. The term in the square

for

brace is evaluated in this way for every interval.

2. Fission Reactions. Fission reactiona are

a special subset of the nonelastic reactions; they

have identificationnumbers 18 < ID < 21, although

at this time only reactions with ID = 18 and 19 are

handled by PROGRAN EVXS as mentioned in Sec. 11.D.2

under Law 7. These fission reactiona have TYPE = O

as a matter of convention. The total fission cross

section is calculated

+1

u= ( dE O(E) o (E)
r,n,g j r I

dPL Tr(PL,E) pn(~)

g -1

and because it is assumed that Tr(l.IL,E)= 0.5,

u . JdE O(E) Ur(E)
r,n,g

(111)

g

for n = O only; o = 0.0 for all n > 0. The
r,n,g

fission spectrum Xg is calculated from the secondary

energy distributiondata specifiedby the lawa,

usually Law 3 or Law 7;

JdE- P(E+ E“) ,
Xg ‘

(112)

g

where x represents the fraction of fiaaion neutrona
g

having energy in the gth group. This vector is

independentof the incident neutron energy E. Pro-

vision has been made in the code for fission frac-

tiona X . dependent on the incoming energy apec-
g,g

trum as well. Instead of a vector with G elements

we have a G x G matrix (stored in block SS) which

can be printed on input option. In addition to the

secondary energy distributiondata which are used

to calculate the x ‘s, the ESJ block contains a
g

serlea of energy, V pairs used in calculating the

integral

(Wr)g =
/
dE O(E) Ur(E)

From Eqs. (111) and (113) one

(3g=#. ,
rg

v(E) . (113)

can calculate

the average number of neutrons per fission in the

gth group. Equations (111) and (113) are evaluated

following the same procedure described for other

reactions. The energy interval E; to E; is broken

into many small intervals determined by the energies

at which the cross sections, fluxes, and v are

tabulated. These integrals can be evaluated with-

out approximation,because all of the quantities

are tabulatedas linear segments on log-log plots.

3. Additional Comments About the Lawa. For

all nonelastic reactiona there must be entries in

the ESJ array from which are calculated the energy

distributionsof secondary neutrons. For fission

reactions the cross section record contains not

only the ESJ values but also pairs of values of E

and V(E) from which group-averagedvalues of the

average number of neutrons per fission are obtained.

It remains to diacusa in detail how the Nr,g>(Em)

and the Xg mentioned in the previous section are

calculated.

For each of the i energy intervals into which

the gth energy group has been subdivided,g valuea
i

of the factor Nr,g.(Em) are required to give the

fraction of the total number of neutrons scattered

into groupa g“ = 1, .... g; these g factors are

stored in the array BO. The steps taken in SUB-

ROUTINE COEF for evaluating the contributions to

ur,n,g,g. from the ith energy interval in Eq. (110)

are aa follows:

(1)

(2)

Obtain the value for ASUM from

SUBROUTINE SSUM.

Multiply ASUM by (E2i - Eli) and store

the result in SUM.
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(3)

(4)

l%us the

Multiply SL’Mby Fn(E2i) which iS

interpolatedfrom the values of

Fn in FUNCTION TINEL; store the

result again in SUM.

Multiply SLN by each of the g factors

stored in the BO array and add the

results to contributionsfrom the

other small intervalswhich are

stored in the XSUM array.

question concerning the procedure followed

r ~.(Em) amounts to aaking how thein calculatingNi

g numbers in the ~0 array are calculated.

The sublist in the ESJ array for energy Em ia

read once in SUBROUTINEFTBLN and used for all

energy intervala in the range Em < E < Em+l. Pro-

vision has been made in SUBROUTINEFTBLN for the

eight laws described in Sec. 11.D.2, and in the

followingdiscussionwe use the same notation intro-

duced in that section. The parameters correspond-

ing to the several allowable laws are read and

stored in specific arrays for

ROUTINE NUMBR which is called

small intervals in the larger

ROUTINE NUMBR the first thing

the BO array and to calculate

interval the average incident

= (Eli+E2i)/2. The detaila

later access by SUB-

for each of the i

energy range. In SUB-

done is to zero out

for the ith smell

neutron energy iii

of how the parameters

are handled for the varioua laws will now be out-

lined.

Law 1. Forg”=l, .... g we store into B1

(g”) the

with the

energies

Bl(g-) =

sum of the product of the weight for Law 1

fractions fl of neutrons with secondary

E; such that E~. z E~~E~. ;

‘1 z ‘k
(E;. t E; < E:.) .

1

It is assumed that E;, the low energy boundary of

the lowest energy group, is 0.0. Furthermore, the

entry in the B1 array for the lowest energy group

is adjusted so that

g

z
Bl(g-) ‘Wl .

g“=1

In any caae that II ft -

.!
message is printed. Since

explicit dependence on the

E, the entries in array B1

1.01 > 0.005, an error

for Law 1 there ia no

incident neutron energy

are simply transferred

to the BO array in SUBROUTINE NUMBR.

~. The parameters Dg, Al, and fk for this

law are read in SUBROUTINEFTBLN and ~tored into

the F1 array in the following arrangement:

Fl(l) =2D1

F1(2) = 0.5 Al

F1(3) = W2 fl

F1(4) =2D2

F1(5) = 0.5 A2

F1(6) -W2 f2

.

.

.

F1(3!L- 2) = 2Dg

F1(3L - 1) = 0.5 Ag

F1(31) ‘W2 ft .

The weight for Law 2 is W2. The difference

W2(1.0 -
2

fL) is added to F1(31.);if

!.

l~fl- 1.01 > 0.005, an error message ia printed.

9.
In SUBROUTINENUMBR the quantity BO(g”) is incre-

mented by the amount w2f1 for E;. c E; CE~- and
.

‘1 = %@i
- Dg). As with Law 1, it is assumed that

E-. = 0.0.
g =1

If there exists any L such that these

conditions cannot be satisfied for g“ < g, then ●n

error message ia printed. At the risk of repetitlo~

it should be obvious that these contributionsto

BO(g”) change for each amsll energy interval i be-

cause of the change in the average energY ~i.

Lews 3 and 4. For these laws the forma of the

sub-sublistsin the ESJ array are identicalbecause

the dependence on energy E in Law 4 is introduced

through the uae of several sublists. Entries in

the B1 array which may already be nonzero becauae

of contributionsfrom Law 1 are incrementedby the

amount &El(g”) obtained by integratingover the

continuous energy distribution. The tabulated func-

tion is read in SUBROUTINEFTBLN; the integral
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E:.

ABl(g”) = w
f

dE” f(E-)

E;.

is performed numerically in SUBROUTINELAWFR using

the simple trapezoidalrule, The weight for Laws 3

or 4 ia denoted by w in the above expression. The

integrationmesh is determined only by the energy

group boundaries and the points at which the func-

tion f(E”) is tabulated. Obviously, there are no

~x) at energies above thecontributionsto the ABl(g-

highest energy for which f(E’) is tabulated. The

quantity

g-mx

2
ABl(gO) -w

g“-l

is forced to vanish by adjusting ABl(g~x). How-

ever, if the quantity inside the absolute value sign

is greater than 0.005w, an error message is printed.

The index g~ax should not be greater than g because

E“ should never be greater than E in the LAMBF. Be-

cause we have calculatedadditions to the B1 array,

these reaulta are automaticallytransferred to the

BO array when the B1 array is shifted in SUBROUTINE

mR .

If Law 3 cm 4 is used to describe the energy

distributionof fission neutrons, then g&x = G and

the ABl(g-) are transferredto the S1 array in which

the fission fractions x are stored.
g

Laws 5 and 6. These two laws are identical in

form except that q = 1/2 and 1, respectively, for

Laws 5 and 6 in the expression g(E,E”/Eq); this

function is tabulatedas a function of x, where

x = II”/Eq. In SUBROUTINEFTBLN we store the tabu-

lated function in array FO as follows:

FO(l) = 0.0

FO(2) = W

FO(3) - Xl

FO(4) = 1/2 W g(E,xl)
.
.

FO(K - 1) = X1

FO(K) = 1/2 W g(E,xl)

FO(K+l) = - 4.0 .

Here, w is the weight for either Law 5 or 6. If

both laws are used, the data for Law 6 follow

those for Lsw 5 in the same format. In SUBROUTINE

NUMBR the integral is evaluated numerically in x

space between limits x;. and x:. where x;. = E~./~q
i

and x:. = E~./~?. The integration‘iscarried out
1

from xl(=FO(3)) to Xma , which is calculated taking

into account the Q value for the reaction; since

E“ =~ii-Q=~i-lQ/,then x
max

= (~i+Q)/iiqo
msx

The integrals over each of the g“ groups are stored

in the E3 array;

&
x’.

f-

g
133(g’)= w

x.
g

The values of E3(g-)

in the BO array, but

normalized so that

1?—

dx g(E,x) .

are then added to the numbers

only after they have been re-

‘2
B3(g”) = W .

g-=1

Law 7. The parameters a, b, c, and Ef of the

generalized fission spectrum as written in l?q.(33)

are read in SUBROUTINEFTBLN. Control is immediate-

ly transferred to SUBROUTINENAY where it is re-

quired that a = b = 0. The integral

E+

/

g“ -En/B
S1(J3”)=;-&__ dE” @ e

Eg .

(g-= l,...,G) (114)

is required. As indicated in Eq. (114), the re-

sults for G groups are stored directly into the S1

array where the fission fractions x are found.
g

Equation (114) can be rewritten after dropping the

primes on E as
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But Here, as in LSWS 5 and 6, the Q value for the re-

action is taken into account when calculating the

E

I ““~e-%=erfti-%:;

maximum allowed value of E-. Thus E~ax = ~i + Q.

;$O
As indicated in Eq. (115) the ABO(g-) are propor-

tional to the integral of the evaporation spectrum

x=erfFerfJT%i
J15-$-J?-$1 -

over the g“th group. However, the normalization
ao that

condition requirea that

g

$’ ABo(g”)=wlo ,
42g -1

We force the normalization to unity,

z Xg =1.0 ,

g

by calculating

group aa

which leads to

factor. It ia

parta that

ao that

the fission fraction for the Gth

G1

XG- 1.0 -
2 ‘,
g-1

The lower energy boundary

asaumad to be 0.0. Law 7

of the first group E- ia

ia used only for fia%

reactiona,and since SUBROUTINENUMBR ia never called

for such reactiona, there is no need to provide for

that law in the aforementionedsubroutine.

Law 10. There ia but one parameter read from

the sub-subliatfor this law, the quantity a in the

expression T = &/a for uae in Eq. (40) and

Eq. (115). In SUBROUTINEFTBLN the weight Wlo for

LSW 10 is stored in F2(1) and a is stored in F2(2).

In SUBROUTINENUMBR contributionsare calculatedand

added directly to the BO array for each of the g’

groups; viz.,

~+
E“

f

g“ -—

ABO(g”) =% dE” E- e T
T

E;.

(6” = 1>...ss). ‘(115)

the introductionof a normalization

easy to ahow using integrationby

E“ E_— --

E“e T -1-~ (E+T)eT ,
T

ABo(g-) = ‘lo

- ~ ‘Eiw)
l-e

[ Il+*@i+Q)

In contemplatingEq. (116) it ia well to remember

that ~i ia the average incident neutron energy cor-

responding to one of the i small intervals in the

integrationover energy E in Eq. (110). It is the

analytic properties of the evaporation spectrum in

secondary energy E- that allowed ue to arrive at

the expression for ABO(g”) in closed form as ahown

here. Again, it is understmd that E-- = 0.0.
g =1

Finally, we have a provision in the code to

care for such caaea where there might not be a law

specified at all! Parameters for Law 2 are aet up

in SUBROUTINEFTBLN as follows:

F1(1) - -2*Q

F1(2) = 0.5/TYPE

F1(3) = TYPE .
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This is equivalent to saying that the total avail-

able secondaryneutron energy E + Q is distributed

evenly among the TYPE secondary neutrons.

E. TransportApproximationsand the Cross-Section

Tablea

In Parts A through D of Sec. 111 we have dis-

cussed how, for a single material, the Legendre

componentsof the cross sections for the various

types of reactions are calculated. The calculations

for a single material are not complete, however,

until we combine the multigroup reaction cross

sections and scatteringmatrices into various for-

mats suitable for input to neutron transport calcu-

lations; for example, the DTF-IV5 format. Although

Ref. (5) refera to the DTF-IV transport code, it

should be understood that the cross-sectionformat

described therein is widely used and is appropriate

for many transport codes. This becomes more obvious

when it is realized that cross sections with a

variety of special corrections can be put into DTF

format. To understand the various ways of combin-

ing the reaction cross sections, it may be helpful

to discuss generally how the multigroup-averaged

cross sections are handled once they have been cal-

culated in SUBROUTINECOEF.

The cross sections calculated for each reaction

in SUBROUTINECOEF and stored in the XSUM array sre

transferredto the SS array in SUBROUTINE PRTGG.

One significantchange is made--a change which

across the years has been the source of untold con-

fusion for those involved with multigroup processing

codes--the cross sections sre stored so that group 1

correspondsto the higheat energy group and group G

to the lowest energy group. All the printed and

punched output conforms to this convention,whereas

all input quantities follow the convention that

group 1 is the lowest energy group. The number of

entries in the SS array varies depending on the type

of reaction,

(a) For absorption reactions, only G values

of the total cross section u are calculated, and
r,g

these G values are stored in SS(K,l), K = 1,...,G.

Any cross section less than 1.0 x 10
-6

barn is set

to zero. After these values are printed on the

output file MTAF = 2, they are stored into extended

core storsge (ECS) for future reference.

(b) For elastic, discrete Inelastic, and non-

elastic reactions, except fission, a scattering

matrix is calculated for each Legendre component P.

‘o ‘m-l”
The storage array for each scattering

matrix is dimensionedG x (G + 1), the first column

being reserved for the total cross section a
r,n,g;

the second column for the self-scattercross section

u
r,n,g,g

, and the remaining G-1 columns for the

downscatter terms u -. Specifically,
r,n,g,g

Ss(l,l) =

SS(1,2) =

SS(l,G+l)

SS(G,l) =

SS(G,2) =

SS(G,j) =

It is required

u the total cross section for
r,n,G’
the higheat energy group;

u the self-scatter term for
r,n,G,G’
the highest energy group;

=U
r,n,G,l

, the cross section for

downscatteringfrom the highest to

the lowest energy group;

a the total cross section for
r,n,l’
the lowest energy group;

u the self-scatter term for
r,n,l,l’
the lowest energy group;

0.0 for j = 3,..., G + 1 because

these would correspond to upscatter

terms which are not calculated in

this code.

that every nonzero entry in the
-6

matrix be greater than 1.0 x 10 . The matrix is

scanned by SUBROUTINE SCAN to determine jmax, the

smallest value of j, such that for any i, SS(i,j)

= O for j > j=x. The matrix SS(i,j) ia then print-

ed in the output for i = 1 to G and j = 1 to j
max”

The full SS matrix is transferred to ECS for each

Legendre component. In computing transport-corrected

cross sections only the total scattering cross sec-

tion U is calculated for the Pm& Legendre
r,NMfX,g

component; this is stored and printed just as though

it were an absorption cross section and occupies

only G words in the SS array. The total number of

ECS storage words required by any reaction for which

scatteringmatrices are calculated is, therefore,

G(G + l)NMAX+G.

(c) For fission reactions three arrays are

passed to SUBROUTINEPRTGG from SUBROUTINE COEF:

the S1 array contains the fission fractions x
g
cal-

culated in SUBROUTINESI.AWFRor NAY, the S2 array

contains values of (W ) , and the XSUM array con-
fg

tains values of (0 )
f g“ Any values less than 1.0

x 10-6 in absolute value are set to zero. The
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numbers are stored in three

so that

Ss(l,l) = (uf)G , SS(1,2) =
. .
. .
. .

SS(G,l) = (Uf)l , SS(G,2) =

columns of the SS array

(wf)G , 5s(1,3) =% ,
.
.
.

(Wf)l , SS(G,3) = Xl .

Before these three columns of the SS array are

stored in ECS, the average value of V, ~, for each

group is calculatedand Uf, Wf, ~, and x are print-

ed for each group.

Special attention must be given to the sequence

of events if the fission fractionsx are to be de-

pendent on the incident neutron energy E. As men-

tioned in Sec. 111.D.2,we would write x as a G x G

matrix representingfor any incident neutron group

g the fraction of fission neutrons with secondary

energy E’ in group g“. In the original MANIAC code

the fission fractionsXg were calculated using the

parameters in the ESJ sublist for energy Em, where

Em < E:. The dependence of Xg on incident neutron

energy was thereby ignored--oftenthe csse in pres-

ent-generationmultigroup processors. This option

is still available in EVXS by setting the input

parameter KF = 1. Provision has also been made for

a two-dimensionalx calculationwhich is carried

out in SUBROUTINEFTBLN after the fission fractiona

for a particular Em have been calculated in SUB-

ROUTINES LAWFR or NAY. The fission fractions

x = 0.0 for all g such that E: < Em=l,
139f3°

the first

energy for which secondary energy distributiondata

are given. In the caae Em < E; ~ E; < E
m+l’ Xg,g”

= X(Em,g-), where X(Em,g”) represents the valuea of

the fission fractions calculatedusing the sublist

for Em. In cases where E- c Em t E;, the contribu-
g

tions to X
g,g

. are weighted according to the energy

interval over which the ESJ aublist is applicable.

Specifically,

Em - E- E+ - Em

x
gsg

- = x(En-l,g’) ~+ _ ~:+ x(Em>ti”)~+

Sg
- E-

gg

(E; < Em < $ and (g,g-= 1,...,G) . (117)

Aa discussed under Laws 3, 4, and 7 In Sec. 111.D.3,

the X(Em,g-) are normalized so that

G

I X(Em,g-) = 1.0 .

g0=1

Therefore,

G
—

2 x = 1.0 ,
g,g”

and

GG
.-

In SUBROUTINE FTBLN the x
gsg

. matrix ia stored in

the SS array. The average value of ~g. is obtained

by averaging Xg,g- over the incoming energy groups

representedby the first subscript g; viz.,

G

(118)

These values of ~g.

SUBROUTINEPRTGG if

the x
g,g

. matrix ia

are stored in the S1 array. In

KF = 2, the SS array in which

stored is printed immediately.

Then, and only then, are the values of (U )
f g’

(Wf)g, and ig stored into the first three columns

of the SS array.

It remains to describe SUBROUTINE FINIS in

which the cross sections for all the reactions are

read from ECS and combined according to one of three

recipes chosen on input option. Then cards are

produced in DTF format according to one of several

conventions. The procedure for combining the reac-

tion cross sections depends on input parameter IPN

and IW4.

(1) If IPN = 1, consistent P cross sections
n

are produced.

(2) If IPN = O and IW4 -0, transport-corrected

cross sections are produced in accordancewith the
6

prescriptionby Bell, Hansen, and Sandmeier.
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(3) If IPN - 0 and IW4 = 1, the cross sections

are tranaport-correctedin accordancewith the

practice of Group ‘HI-4at LASL.

and

(121b)
The number of Legendre components,or “tables,”

calculateddepends on the input parameters ISO and

IK. The degree of anisotropy is indicated by 1S0.

If IK = O, only ISO tablea are prepared; if IK = 1,

there will be 1 + 2 + ..... + ISO tables prepared

Thus, the Pn table for consistent Pn cross sections

is the same, regardless of the degree of anisotropy.

Note that NNAK ~ 1S0. .

For transport-correctedcross sections
correspondingto all possible degreea of anisotropy

from 1 to ISO. The Pn tables for different values transport and on
ag _ differ depending on the degree

of ISO differ only for tranaport-correctedcross

sections (IPN = O).

The first table, the P. table, contains values

. .
of ariisotropyK (< 1S0) and depending, of course, on

the method of effecting the transport correction.

If IPN = O and IW4 = O, the Bell, Haneen, Sandmeier6

approximationfor tranaport correction is used;

there

of aabs’ ‘Ufission
, and a

transport, as well as the

P. scatteringmatrix for U All higher order
g%””

tablea contain only the sc~t~eringmatrix for the

particular table. The absorption crose section for
R

Utransport -

x

TYPEr=O R

z

TYPEr>O

g
a + a
r~g r,o,g

r=l r=l

group g is defined as

R
TYPE==O

R
abs =
u

z
a

g
+

r,g 2
(1 - TYPEr) R

-1 TYPEr u
r,K,g

r=l

(122a)

TYPEr>O
xa .

r,o,g
(119)

and

Included in the summation are total croes sections

for absorption reactions (TYPE = O) from Eq. (47),

total nonelastic scattering cross sections from

Eqa. (97) and (59) for n = O, and total fission

cross sections from Eq. (111). The downscatter

terms of the scattering matrix for the Pn table are

obtainedby summing the appropriate terms for each

reaction;

R R
n

xa- = ar,n,g,g - 2
TYPEr ur,K,g “

(122b)

r-l r=l

The Pn table depends on K because of the K depend-

ence in the last summation. For this option NMAK

2 1s0. If IPN = O and IW4 = 1, the transport-

corrected cross sections are calculated aa

R

2%%” = ‘r,n.ggg’
(g-<g) . (120)

r=l

R
transport=

x

TYPEr=O R TYPEr>O

‘g
u

z
+(J

r,g r,o,g
r=l r=l

Equations (119) and (120)hold, regardless of the

maximum degree of anisotropy or the transport

approximation.

For consistentPn cross sections

R

-2 TYPEr u
r,K,g,g

(123a)

r-l

R
transport ~ Utotal -

I

TYPEr=O R

’13
a

g
+

r~g I

and

R R
r-l r=l

TY?E >0 I‘n&= ‘r,n,g,g- z TYPEr a . (123b)
r,K,g,g

Xu
r

r,o,g s (121a)
r-l r-l
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Before they are punched, the cross sections calcu-

lated under this option are multiplied by the

factor N/A, where N is Avogadro’s number and A is

the atomic mass number. Careful attention must be

paid to the last summation in Eqa. (123a and b).

The correction is effected using the self-scatter

term for the Kth table and NOT the total scattering

cro8s section U Now, EVXS is set up to calcu-
r,K,g”

late only 6 for n = NMAx; therefore, to calcu-
r,n,g

late using the TD-4 transport correction it is es-

sential that NMAX z 1S0 + 1,

The quantitiesU~bs, (Wf)g, U;ansport, and

‘k - are calculated &e table it a-time and stored

in arrays SF, STO, and ST1 which then are printed on

the output file. Finally, numerical values in these

arrays must be arranged in DTF format in preparation

for output in 80-column BCD format. A few details

concerning the format are in order. Each “table”

correspondingto one Legendre component is a matrix

consisting of G columns, ITL in length. The table

length ITL is specified in the input; its default

value is G + 3. Within any column correspondingto

one of the G groups, we specify IHT, the position of

the transportor total cross section, and IHS, the

position of the self-scattercross section. All

other entries are positioned relative to these, aa

shown in Table VIII. Usually, one has IHT = 3 and

IHS = 4, in which case the upscstter terms, none of

which is calculated in EVXS anyway, are eliminated

and thare are no empty positions st the head of the

column. The default value for ITL is G + 3; if

ITL = G + 3 and IHS = 4, then j in Table VIII is

G - 1, just the length required to include all pos-

sible downscatter terms. If ITL and IHS are chosen

ao that j c G - 1, the downscatteringbeyond the

limits imposed by this table length ia handled in

one of two ways, depending on input variable ITBL.

If ITBL = O, the cross-sectionmatrix is “floored”;

no scattering is permittedbelow the lowest energy

group allowed by the table length and all entries

aIong the diagonal referring to a single initial

group are added to the last-allowedinitial group.

Thus,

is replaced by Un
%%

+
z

an
g-j-% g-j*i

. (124)

i>g

Position

1
.

.

II{T- 2

IHT - 1

IHT

.

.

.

IHS - 1

IHS

IHS + 1

IHS + 2

.

.

.

TTL

TABLE VIII

ONE COLUMN OF A CROSS-SECTION TABLE

Z!xY”

Blanks

u
abS

8

(Wf)g

tr
a
g

I

Cpscatter terms

8
g+l+’g

anti
Self-scdcter Corm

an
g-l+g

n
a
g-2+g

1

Do-.inscatterterms

on
g-j% j - lTL - INS

Equation (124) shows the procedure followed for the

MANIAC code. If ITBL - 1, the cross-sections

matrix is “truncated”and all scatteringbelow the

loweat allowed energy group ia treated as absorption

so that

abs
a

aba
is replaced by a +

g I
an

% g-j+% “ (125)

i>g

In either case neutron balance is maintained. If

the sum of the remaining terms below the cutoff,

the summations in Eqs. (124) or (125), amounts to

less than O.001% of the tranaport croaa section for

that particular group, the cutoff terms are simply

ignored.

The elements of each scattering table are

stored in a column vector ITL x G in length, ITL

numbers for each group as shown in Table VIII. This

vector ia then written in BCD format (six floating

point numbers per card plus sequencing information)

onto the output tape and onto a scratch file TAPE4.

‘TMa disk file can then be punched using the PUHCHIT
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control card available at LASL or by setting up the

PUNCH file in the PROGRAM card and adding the equiv-

alence TAFE4 = PUNCH. For a single table there will

be (ITL*G/6)+ 1 cards punched. Sometimes, the

repetitionof many zeroes in the tables results in

a rather bulky card output. This problem can be

circumventedby uae of the ANISN7 format; special

control.flaga are punched preceding the repeated

numbers to indicate how many times the numbers

would be found successivelyin a vector array.

Other special format options are available through

the IW4 input flag. These options make use of

SUBROUTINESPUNREP and PUNCL prepsred for use at

LASL by Forrest Brinkley of Group T-1.

F. NonfissionNeutron and Gamma Energy Deposition

In weapons vulnerabilityand radiation shield-

ing problems at LASL there is interest in material

heating cauaed by nonfissionneutrons and neutron-

induced gsmme rays. To calculate the energy dep-

osition due to incident neutrons, one must know the

individualreaction cross sections and the Q values

for each reaction. This informationia included in

the heating numbers H which are defined such that
g

the product @i,gPg gives the amount of energy de-

posited by the incoming neutron beam; @i,g is the
2

neutron flus (neut/cm ) at apace point i for neutron

energy group g; Hg is the heating number for neutron
-13

energy group g in (cal/kgper neut/cm2) x 10 .

A complete discussionof the energy deposition

problem is available in Refa. (8) and (9), where it

is shown that Hg for one reaction is calculated

~ _ 230.5 ~ ~-—

(

cal/kg
A

)

X10-13 ;
t? r,g g neutlcm2

u is the total reaction cross section, ~g is the
r,g

median energy for group g, and A is the atomic masa.

The EVXS code haa been modified to calculate appro-

priate heating terms. The calculations,which are

performed in SUBROUTINESSS, are carried out if

IW4 = 2 and IPN = 1 for any material.

For each reaction the following quantities are

computed and printed for each group:

f = atot * E
r%g r$g g’

f -U:;*S ,
r~q

g,.
f- -E

1
a

r,g
-,

g r,o,g,g
g“=1

g
A

f’ =
r,g z

E.ci
g r,o,g,g” ‘

g -=1

ftot

[

230.5 ~ +f
r,g A

- ;“
r,g r,q

1
r,g ‘

where ~ is the median energy for group g and is
g

given in the library as part of the group structure

information. The first quantity f ia the H
r~g g

number for the reaction multiplied by the factor

A/230.5; f
r,q

represents the energy loss due to the

inelastic nature of the reaction; ?“r,g includes the

kinetic energy of the secondary neutrons produced
tot

in the reaction. Thus, the quantity f is re-
r,g

lated to the kinetic energy of the charged particlea

and gamma rays produced by the reaction. This

would be the total energy deposition if all gamma

rays were absorbed in the material. After the

quantities ftot have been calculated for all reac-
r~g

tions, they are summed to give the total energy

deposition for all gamnas absorbed, GA .
g

To get an estimate of the amount of energy

deposited due to the kinetic energy of the charged

particles,we subtract from GAg a quantity propor-

tional to the group-averagedgamma energy production

cross section, Gig. The array GI ia read in to EVXS

and multiplied by the factor 230.5/A to give GPg.
Finally, to obtain the total energy deposition when

all gammas leak out, GDg is calculated; viz.,

GD =GA-GP All of these heating quantities
g g g“

are printed in the summary output.

IV. DESCRIPTIONOF THE CODE

A. Overall Operation

A diagram indicating the relationship of the

principal subroutines in this program is given in

Fig. 3. The subroutineshave baen arranged on four

“levels,”depending on the frequency with which they

are called; the more frequently called subroutines

are placed on a lower level in the figure.

1. EVXS--OverallControl. The overall control

of the flow in this code is governed by PROGRAM

Evxs. The main program series to define the length
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Fig. 3. Arrangement of principal subroutines.

of unlabeled common, of course, and to set up the

necessary disk files. The input data are r~d tO

determine for which materials multigroup cross sec-

tions are to be calculatedand which group structures

are desired. The first file of the library is then

read by SUBROUTINEGREAD to find the desired group

structure seta and to store them into ECS for future

use. At this poLnt any group structures that are to

be taken from cards are also read by GREAD and stored

into SCS. Naterials for which no group structures

are found are eliminated from the problem after a

comment has been prfnted.

The rest of the main program consists of a

large loop over the remaining requestedmaterials.

The identification,or SID, number of each of the

remaining files In the LAMDF ia read and compared

with the SID numbers requested. If there is a match,

the first record of the cross-sectionfile is read

by SUBROUTINECSREAD and the energies at which the

cross sections are tabulatedare stored into ECS.

The cross-sectionrecords for the R reactions are

read by SUBROUTINE SGREAD and stored into ECS;

finally, the ND angular distributionrecords for

material SID are read by SUBROUTINEADREAD and the

energies,probabilitydistributiondata, anti range

indicatorsare stored into ECS. Control is then

transferredto SUBROUTINEDATEC which supervises the

group-averaging of the cross sections for all reac-

tions. If there ia no match when the identification

number SID is read from the first record in the

cross-sectionfile, the remainder of the file is

skipped and the identificationnumber of the next

file is read again, matching against the materiels

requested. Thus the code proceeds through the LAKDF

until multigroup cross sections for all requested

materials have been calculated or until the end of

the library tape has been reached.

2. DATEC--ReactionLaop Control for One Mater-

ial The control of the multigroup averaging of—“

the reaction cross sections for one material lies

in SUBROUTINEDATEC. It reada the appropriate

group structure from ECS and calls SUBROUTINECPOE

where the Xi and pi of Eqs. (50) and (51) are cal-

culated and stored in arrays X and POE. Next, a

loop over all reactions is executed in which the

cross sections, the secondary energy distribution

data, and the appropriateset of angular distribu-

tions for a single reaction are read from RCS into

arrays in unl.abelledcommon. Before the cross

aectiona are stored into the SIG array, they are

shifted by SUBROUTINEREORDR so that the valuea are

in positions correspondingto those of the energy

array ES. The values for the highest and lowest

energies for which the cross sections are defined

are extended to the highest and the lowest energies

for which the energy mesh ia given. These values

should normally be zero but, to handIe the log-lq
interpolation,10-20 is used. The calculationof

the multigroup-averagedcross sections for each

reaction is carried out in SUBROUTINE COEF which ia

called from DATEC.

After the cross sections for aU reactions have

been calculated~printed, and stored into ECS, SUB-

ROUTINE FINIS is called; this routine retrieves the

group-averagedreaction cross sections from ECS and

builds up the Legendre components of the scattering

tables in DTF5 format. Five aubroutineaare called

by FINIS:

(a) SUBROUTINESCAN checks every scattering

table to determine which values of the scattering

matrix can be regarded as within the level of sig-

nificance of the methods used in the code, i.e.,
-6greater in absolute value than 10 barn.

(b) SUBROUTINEpRTB prints scattering tablea

in the output.

(c) SUBROUTINECARDS writes the scattering

tables in BCD card image format on unit LTAP = 4,

(d) SUBROUTINESPUNREP and PUNCL create special

BCD card images appropriate for input to the ANISN7
5

and DTF loadera. These routines were written by

Forrest Brinkley of LASL.
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(e) SUBROUTINENEhTG restores the page on

the output file and prints a page header including

the date and the description of the material being

processed as found in the array SDES (8).

After all the scattering tables have been pre-

pared, control ia returned from FINIS to DATEC,

where a check is made to see whether calculations

with the same SID are to be made with different

parameters. If so, the calculationis carried out;

if not, control is returned to EVXS.

3. COEF--ComputationControl for One Reaction.

The computationof multigroup-averagedcross sec-

tions, as discussed in detail in Sec. III, is car-

ried out in SUBROUTINE COEF and 16 other computa-

tional routines. In addition to the initial sec-

tion in which required parameters are set, COEF can

be divided into three principal sections whose pur-

poses are to compute absorption reactions, to com-

pute elastic and discrete inelastic reactions, and

to compute nonelastic and fission reactions. The

particular section to be entered depends on the

TYPE and ID for the reaction, as shown in Table V

and summarized in Table IX, In the first section

we evaluate integrals like those in Eqs. (47) and

(48); in the second sectionwe deal with the eval-

uation of expressionslike Eq. (58); the third sec-

tion is designed to handle expressionssuch as that

found in Eq, (97). There is one thing common to

these different expressions: they all involve in-

tegration in incident neutron energy between the

group boundariesE- and E+; this is the work accom-

plished in COEF wi~h the ~id of SUBROmINES SPACE

and GSOE. The relationshipof SPACE and GSOE to

COEF is best understood by referring momentarily

to Eqs. (48), (49), (52), and (57); the quantity INT

in Eq. (57) is evaluated in COEF, but SPACE deter-

TA2LE U

0U3TUTSIOIWX P.SQUISRENIS ?OR VASI(NM

UIEWVJSSOF 7.SACTIONS

Alig.Di.t.Cat.tory ID JreL civeo7 LengthlLRr
luantic c*cP*mux+ c

121=

S thrulk
D1.crete1.ela.cfc

51 Chru80
G*sP*mux+ G

Fis,ioll 18,19,20,21 0, 1, 2 !10 3%

Ab..rpti.ll 101thru108

1 1’$:.’ 1:” G

IS thru17 C.SP*N?CAX+ cx..-.Zastie
22 thzu31 C*CP

li.te: C - wmber of gm.p. from*COUPmetCm,
G?-c+l,
MUX - ~ orderof theLcsendr.c.olvwaialsused.

mines the values of k and j such that Ek ~ Ei < Ek+l

and ‘j ‘Ei SEj+l” ‘he ‘Uantities‘i and ‘i ‘e-
fined in Eqs. (53) and (54) are calculated inCSOl?

once j has been determined in SPACE. The quantities

Xi and Pi of Eqs. (50) and (51) were previously

calculated and stored by DATEC. SUBROtITINESSPACE

and COEF are included among tha 16 “computational

routines” mentioned in Fig. 3; only these two

routines are called from the first principal section

of COEF.

We have seen in Sec. 111 that Eq. (58) for

elastic and discrete inelastic scattering can be

reduced to the aum of a series of integrals over

smell energy intervala as written in Eqs. (62) and

(69). The expression for INT is evaluated in COEF,

but the components of the expression are evaluated

in the computationalroutines. Referring to the

expressiona in Eq. (68), we know that S and Y are

evaluated in GSOE; it remains to review how

BO(~B(Ea)) and B1(~(~)) in Eqs. (63) and (64) are

calculated. The range of p allowed for scattering

Into group g’ la determined in SUBROUTINEGETMU.

The Legendre polynomials Pn(BL) are calculated in

FUNCTION PN; the angular distribution function

T(v,E) ia calculated in FUNCTION TE; the NINC inte-

grals for fi(E) as written in Eq. (77) are calculat-

ed in SUBROUTINE INTG. The -interpolationof the

valuea of fi(E) to Pmin and Bmx is carried out in

FUNCTION FF. Having obtained the integrals over

the range of U, B. and B1 are calculated in COEF.

QuantitiesASUM and BSUN are obtained in SUBROUTINE

SSUM and the results are combined in COEF. For

discrete inelastic scattering SUBROUTINE FINDF,ia

used to determine energies to use aa Ea and F%

according to the formulas in Eq. (95).

The expression in Eq. (97) for nonelastic

scatteringmatrices can be rewritten aa shown in

Eq. (106) and further approximated as ahown in

Eq. (110). The expression in square braces in

Eq. (110) is evaluated with the aid of S.SUN;the

Legendre expanafon coefficientsFn are obtained

at the energies given in the library from SUBROUTINE

TININ and interpolated to energies E2i in FUNCTION

TI.NEL. The secondary energy distributiondata are

read in SUBROUTINEFTBLN; the fractions N
i

r$g”(E)
are calculated in SUBROUTINENUMBR.

For fission reactiona the parameters Z and ZOE

for use in the expreaaion
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—.ZOE ~z
v(E) = e

are calculated in SUBROUTINEFISSN. The fission

fractionsXg may be calculated in SUBROUTINESLAWFR

or KAY depending on the parameters read by FTBLN.

The results of the calculation in COEF for

each reaction are printed by SUBROUTINEPRTCC for

each value of n from O to NMAX as they are finished;

the results then are stored into ECS for retrieval

later by FINIS.

4. Other Routinea. SUBROUTINEERROR is called

from subroutinesat stlllevels in the code. There

are certain non-ASA standard system routines and

functions used in the code. These are SUBROUTINES

DATE1, CPAREA, ECRD, ECWR, EXIT, ERF, ENCODE, and

DECODE.

B. Storage Allocation--ECSand COUNON

Although PROGRAN EVXS is not “variably dimen-

sioned” according to the literal usage of that

expression,large blocks of core in ECS and un-

labeled common are used for storing those large

arrays whose dimensions are not known until the

arrays are read. It ia not necessary to provide

storage for the “worst” possible needs, but instead

one can plan on a trade-off in the combination of

group structure, cross sections, and output storage

demands. The.arrays are stored one after another

in the large storage block; of course, one must

keep track of which location in the large block

corresponds to the first word of each array. These

location markers are often called “pointers”;they

point to the first word of each array. We consider

ffrst the arrangementof data in ECS and then turn

to the storage of arrays in block M(21OOO) in un-

labeled conmon.

The arrangementof data in ECS is shown in

Fig. 4. The first block contains the information

which ia stored into the IA array when the input

cards are read by the main program. Since NT, the

number of cross-sectionrequest carde, may be as

large aa 20, the IA array requires a block of ECS

storage no larger than 200, as indicated under

“Connnents”in Fig. 4. The group structure informa-

tion for every

stored next to

does not exist
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GID requested in the input cards is

ECS. If some GID is requested which

on the library tape or in the input
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.
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.

.
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.
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Fig. 4. Arrangement of data in extended core
storage.

data, the request is ignored and the program pro-

ceeds as though there were NT - 1 materials to be

processed. Each GID requires 2*KG + G + 12 words

of storage, G being the number of groups and KG the

number of flux, energy pairs. The 12 words repre-

sented by “GID etc” in Fig. 4 are GID, GDES(8), G,

KG, and LGID, where LGID = 2*KG + G, l%e location

of the first word GT.Din the ith group structure

block is saved in IGEC(i). These blocks are stored

into ECS in SUBROUTINE GREAD. The order in which

the group structure data are stored is not the order

in which thay are requested but instead the order

in which they appear on the library tape.

The pointer NSTART marks the first location of

storage used for each SID. The library tape is

searched until one of the requestedmaterials is

found. In SUBROUTINE CSREAD the first record of

the matarial file ia read and the NES energies ●t

which the cross sections are tabulated are stored

into ECS, starting at NSTART. In SUBROUTINE SGREAD

the cross-sectionrecords for the R reactions are

read and stored into ECS; the locations of the first

words of storage for each record are saved in the

ISIG array. Similarly, the angular distribution

records are read from the library tape in SUBROUTINE

ADR.EADand stored into ECS; the pointer words are

saved in the ITID array. The 16 worda represented



by “TID etc” in Fig. 4 are TID, TDES(8), NED, SY,

LEG, KT, NINC, LTID, and A. Finally, ECS locations

must be allocated for the output of the calculations.

The SS array ia the array into which results obtain-

ed in SUBROUTINECOEF are stored in SUBROUTINEPRTGG.

After the calculationsfor a given reaction are com-

pleted, PRTGG prints the results and stores the

contents of SS into ECS. The firet word of storage

for the first reaction is marked by pointer IOUT.

The lengths I~r of the output blocks for each reac-

tion r depend on the type of reaction as summarized

in Table IX. The laat word of ECS storage required

is at location LTOT; before the calculationsare

started, LTOT is calculated to be sure that the ECS

requested on the JOB card is sufficient. If it iS

not, LTOT is printed but the calculation are skipped

and we proceed to the next SID,

The large AA(21OOO) array in unlabeled common

is used for core storage of arrays of varlsble

lengths. The arrangementof the arrays, their

lengths, and their pointer words are summarized in

Fig. 5. With the exception of the SS array, all of

these arrays are stored in SUBROUTINEDATEC. The

exception, SS, Into which data are written in SUB-

ROUTINE PRTGG, ia also an exception in that it is

the only doubly dimensionedarray. If we recall

that LGID = 2*KG + G, it can be seen at once that

the pointer word IAES = 2*LGID + 1. The firat LGID

words contain the group structure informationread

back from ECS into the AA array. Quantities POE and

X and Pi and Xi, respectively,of Eqs. (51) and (50);
+

the ESP array contains the values for E . The ES
g

array contains the energies at which the reaction
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Fig. 5. Arrangement of data in large common storage

cross sections are tabulated;array SS contains the

group-averagedcross sections which are calculated

in SUBROUTINE COEF. The next three arrays contain

the data for the angular distribution eet appro-

priate for reaction r, and the cross sections and

secondary energy distributiondata for reaction r

are given in the last two arrays. The maximum stor-

age required for any material ia calculated in EVXS

and DATEC; the total is compared with 21000 to in-

sure the availabilityof sufficient storage in U.

c. Definition of Variablea

A catalog of moat variable names introduced in

this program and the subroutines in which they are

used is found in this section. Four clasaee of var-

iablea have been considered: integers which serve

as temporary indices, counters, or pointers; arraya

in which Hollerith data are stored; variables used

for temporary storage; and variables used mere uni-

versally throughout the code.

Integers used locally in various subroutines as

temporary indices, counters, and pointers are I, IC,

IER, IG, 11, IL, IT, J, K, KIC,L, LG. Ll, L2, N, Nl,

N2, and N3.

Arrays in which Hollerith data are stored are

listed in Table X; the namea of the subroutines in

which the arraya are used are included in parentheses

following the array name.

TABLE X

ARRAYS CONTAINING HOLLERITH DATA

ASTR(EVXS) IPLUS(PUNCL)

ATMP(FTBLN,IMFR) IPOSCF(PUNCL)

FS(ERROR) IPOSCT(PUNCL)

FTB(FTBLN) IPSEX(PUNCL)

F1(ERROR) IPSGN(PUNCL)

F2(ERROR) ITERCD(PUNREP)

F3(ERROR) ITERSD(PUNREP)

IALLBK(PUNCL) ITERMC(PUNCL)

IBLNK(PUNCL,CARDS) LABEL(FINIS)

IHOIAR(PUNREP) MAIN(EVXS)

T.HOLB(PUNREP) MSR(EVXS)

IHOLDR(PUNREP) MS(FINIS)

IHOLL(PUNREP,PUNCL) PRNT(NEWPG,FINIS)

IHOLT(PUNREP P5(FINIS)

IDC(PUNREP) SMSG(SSS)

IPIEGN(PUNCL) WRT(SSS)

IPISNN(PUNCL)
array AA.
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Certain temporarystorage variables have been

assigned names for convenience. They are listed in

Table XI; the names of the subroutines in which the

variables are used are given in parentheses. For

variables in this category there is no relationship

between quantitieswith the same name in different

subroutines. The werd MANY in parentheses refers

not to the name of a subroutinebut to the fact

that the variable appears in many subroutines.

TCMPORARY

AR (mBR)

BT(COEF,FINIS)

EGG (SSS)

325(FTBLN)

Ep (FTBLN)

ESX(LAWFR)

Emp (cOEF)

EX(GPOE,GETMU)

GIN(SVXS, DATEC)

m (FTBLN)

GP(FTBLN)

ICARDC(PUWCL)

ICILD(PUNCL)

IDET.(SSS)

?.DENC(PUNCL)

IDX(PUtO/EP)

IDXBLD(PUNCL)

IDXILD (PUNCL)

IDXRLD(PUNCL)

IDY(puNcL)

TABLE XI

STORAGE VARIABLES IN SUBROUTINES

m (Evxs,DATEc, sss)

IGX(PRTGG, SCAN,FINIS, SSS)

IGX(pRTW, scm ,FItlIs,pRTB)

IcT(FINIS)

1G4,1c5(FINIs)

IH(PF)

IHSX(EVXS)

IHTX(EVXS)

ILIM(FINIS)

ILL(KUXBR,FINIS)

ILN(FINIS)

IPOSCH (PUNCL)

IPT(ERROR)

IREN(SSS)

IRET(INTG)

IRP (SSS)

ITEMP (PUNREP)

ITERM(PUNCL)

ITLX (EVXS)

IVECR(PUNREP)

IW1 (SSS)

IO(FTBLN)

JT (INTG,TE)

LD (ADRSAD)

M(TE,PN)

NAX(COEF,FINIS)

MEC (EVXS,DATEC)

MU (PN)

Ni,N2 ,N3,N4(ERROR)

PM,pp (TE,pN)

PZ (TE,PN)

RQT (COEF)

TENT (EVXS,PRTGG)

TEST (COEF,SSUM,INTG,PRTGG)

TL (INTG)

WI (GE~)

TMP2(GlHMU)

TN (h~BR)

T1l(NUMBR)

T1,T2,T3(MANY)

T4 (NAy)

T9 (hwBR)

T99 (~BR)

vIxc (INTO

VK(INTG)

vl,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6 (SSS)

XN,XT(NUMBR)

xx (FF)

X1,X2,X3,X4(MANY)

YY (PN)

By far the largest list of names is that for

variables which are common to many subroutines.

These variables may appear in labelled or unlabeled

coznnonstatements,or they may be transferred

through the calling sequences when control is trans-

ferred between subroutines. In Table XII the var-

iables are given, along with their storage locations

and definitions. The storage ia located moat fre-

quently in blank or labelled comuton;local storage

is indicated along with the subroutines in which the

variables appear.

Name

A

AA

AS

ALP

AN

ANP

AN2

AEUU

BB

BF

BSUN

DO

B1

B3

CF

MT

DF1

DF2

DOTL

DUTP

E

EC

Eo

EOL

EL

EF

m

.

TABLE XII

VAR7.ABLESDEFINEDuWQUSLY IN PROcRAN EVXS

ScOraseLocation

Blank Common

Blank Couixon

Local FTflLX,NAY

Local EVXS

IW Cocmon

MT Comnon

IhT Cormon

Local COEF,SSUN

Local COEF

Local FTBLS,NAY

Local COEF, SSUN

MfPUTECommon

CnmJTE Conzwn

MfPUTE COEF,FTBLN
uvt48R

Local FTBLN,NAY

Blank Cocnn.an

Local COW

Local COEF

MIPUTECmmcm

CMPUTECom%m

Local AOICFAD,COW
FINDE,TINH

Local COEF

INT Common

f.=acalCOEF

Local COEF,SSUN
c2174U,NUiPR

Local CDCF,FISSION

F.acalGRM,COEF

Definition

N8ss of Csrgetmaterial

Block used to store data fros
ECSforcurrencmtcrl~l

Input psrmeter for Lav 7
(currentlyO)

Block to contain input title card

-AII.00866565

-AU * (AN + 1.0) ● RQ

-A#

First part of theintegralfor
internalfrom El to E2

Input psraneter for hv 7 (cur-
rently O)

Second part of the intetralfor
intervalfrom H to E2

For e2sstic and discrete
inelastic: B(E) for El

For elasticand discrata
inelastic: B(E) for C2

IntegralstoraBeblock for
~WS 316

Input parameterfor Law 7
(currentlyO)

Date on which procesalnt1s
done

-FM - FLfk

-F2x - F2N

Intcgrslaover dv for maular
distributionenergy Ej-1
(previous)

Integralsover dv for mguIar dfa-
tributioneneray Ej (current)

Block of angular distribution
energies (C 400)

Currentvalue of cross-mection
enerBy

Currentvalue of ansulcrdistri-
bution ●ner8y

Previous●n8u1ard!scribution
energy

Oiffcrencebetween titof tw
energies (-E2L- EIL)or betucem
two ●ncrgiea (-S0 - EOL)

Current energy uaxi=um for flasion
reactionin computincV

Currentenergy value forflux
function
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TABLE [11 (Cont.) TABLE XII (Cont.)

Deflnitlon

Differencebetweenone and position
of first energy for nonzero cross
section

hsaxfnum number of repeats

Indicatorfor next test

Block of ident numbersof all
reactionsfor currentmaterial

Initialtest indicator

Trigger for elasticand inelastic:
O - Elastic
1= Inelastic,n - 0
2 - Inelastic,n # O

Current initialpositionfor ECS
storage

Origin in AA block for ss block
for call to COEF

OriEin of E block in DATEC; indi-
cater for SPACE in COEF

Last positionin ECS for 8toring
output

Startingpositionfor current
value

Origin in ECS for ES block

Origin in AA block for ESJ block
for call to COEF

Or%gin in AA block for ESP block
for call to Cof,f

Tricger to indicatefissionreaction
for TYPE - 0, 18 < ID < 21

Final positionfo? currencvalue

Indicatorthat requestedCID is
found

Counterof tablesdone (2 for each
pass)

Generallyused index for ST(group
scattered)

Block of origins in ECS of group
sets for each material (SID)

-IGP ● G

-G+l

Index for weightedgroup energy

Positionin output cable of self-
scattercross section

Position in output table of total
cross section

Temporaryword for sum of AA block
storageneeded

Angular distributionID numbers
for nonelasticreaccion

Index for inner group 100P

Input indicatorfor numberof
tablesdesired: If zero, K-
tableonly (k - 1S0); if one, all
tables, (k - l,..., 1S0)

Generallyused index for g- (group
oc.stteredInto)

Trigger to omit printsused for
debugging

Block of lengthsof output required
for given reaction

ECS requestedon JOB CARD

Origin in AA block for ND block for
cdl toCOEF
~igininM block for MG block for
all to COEF

0ri8in in AA block for 10 input
parameter for currentmaterial
(SID)

Incrementfor printing

storageLocation

Local REOROR

Name

IDIF

IDNAXR

IDN

IDR

IDT

IE

IEC

1SS

IEN

IEND

IENOR

IES

lESJ

IESP

IFS

IFIK

IFND

IFO

IG

ICEC

1SS

IGP

IGR

1sss

1ST

12A

IID

IIG

2x

IL

221ST

In

mAx

IMD

m

IN

StorageLocation

Local COEF

INT Common

L-acnlCRSAD,GPOS.
COZF,SPACE

IN-2Comon

OefinitionName

EGM

ECP

EN

XL

w

EFs

Es

ESJ

ESP

ESTEP

ET

ETsf

FxL

x2

EIL

E2

E2L

FAC

PE

F?tT

PO

F1

F2

FIN,F2X

F2N,F2X

G

GDES

CE

CID

CIDN

2A

m

SASS

IB

IBCDCC

IcARDX

m

Lower group energybOund (Eg)

Number of groupsplus one (_C+ 1)

Imcal PUNREP

Local PuNREP

Blank Co!nmon

Block containingenergiesat
which fluxesare given (< 500)

Upper ●nergy bound for c“rre”t
incomingenergy group (Q)

Upper energybound for currentlaw
integral

Limit beneathwhich values are not
printedbut are consideredequiva-
lent to zero (- 10-9)

Blank Comnon Local PUNREP

Local COEF,It$CG,
PN,GE2MI,FF,TEINT Co@muon

L.xal CSRIAO, COEF,
SPACE,CSOE

Block of energyvalues for which
cross sectionsare given

Blank Common

Smcal DATEC

INT Common

Blank Commn

Local PUNCL

Local SCRL4D,COEF,
FTBLN, LAhTR,
FISSN

Local GPOE,COE.F,
FTBLN,LM$FR,
h~R ,NAY

Slock of data for computationof
scatteringfractionsdue to laws

Block of emrgies representing
upper energy bounds for each
group (Eg+)

Formulato determ.fnestep sizeBlank Comncm

[=1.0 - (it4c*h(~))/N]

Blank common

Local DATEC
Input parameterfor Lab’7

Thresholdenergy for first non-

zero cross section (SIG)

Local F’IBLN,NAY

Local COEF

Local DATECLocal SSUN

INT Comon

-E2L - EIL

Lower energy for each energy sLep
in integratlttg

-In(El)

Blank Common

Local COEF,SSO?I

Local COEP,NUNSR,
TINEL,FHSN

Local COEF, SSUN

INT Conmmn

Local PUtiCL

Local SPXS
UPPer energy for each energy step
in integrating

-f.n(E2)
f-.ncalFINIS

Preset factor to determfnestep
size for integration(=0.05)

Blank Comnon

Blank Common

Temporarystoragefor functionf
IIIcomputtngPni and hax in

7(Eg- + f(Eg - - E )

focal CETNU

Local FINIS,CASU2S Block contetningformat for output
of cards and print Blank Common

Blank Common

Sx.calSss

Local SVXS,FINIS

output data block for Laws 5/6Local cOEF, FIBLN,
NDNBR

Local COEF,FTSLN,
NUNBR

Local cOEF,FTBLN

2.ocalcOEF

outputdata block for Law 2

Outputdata block for Law 10
Local SVXS. FINIS

Linearlyinterpolatedfunctfonsof
U~X and v~i”

FIN - f(lt~n,Eold)
Local ADREAD,DATEC

Blank Common

Blank Comnon

Blank Common

Blank cannon

Number of energy groups Local EvxsAmsAo

Descriptionof currentgroup set
Local Sss

Local SVXS,TININ,
FINIS

Block of weightedgroup energies

Ident for group set currentlybeing
used (-CION(NN))

Block of group set Idents for each
material (QO)

Currentpositionin AA block

Blankcommon

Local (Nmy)

Local EVXS,ADREAO

Blank Comacm

B2.aokCommon

Local DATEC

Local DATEC

Blank Common

Local EVXS,DATEC

Blank Common N8xlmwt storageavailablein AA
block (currently21000)

Origin in AA block for ES block for
call to COEF

Local DATEC

Blank Cocmon Indicatorof type or output request-
●d for PONREP

Local PUNCL Temporarycompressedblock for
storageof charactersfor words
being converted

Naximumnumber of cardsLocal PUNCL

Blank Common Identnumber of reactioncurrent-
ly being processed(= MD (IDRr,lOOO))

LNc Local PRTGC,FINIS



TABLE XII (cant.) TABLE XII (Cent.)

Name

INDTC

INDTN

INIT

MY

IDUT

1P

IPAR

lPR

IPN

IPOE

IPR

IR

lRDCT

lRDhlJ?l

INIx3P

IREN

IRS

IS

ISAV

lSC

ISF

ISC

ISIG

1s0

ISR

1sS

183’0

IST1

ITAP

ITB

ITBL

ITID

ITK

StorageLocation

Local PUSiCL

L.3calPusJIEP

Local 555

LJcal Evxs

Blank Comncm

Blank Comnon

Blank Comae.n

Local DATEC

Local sVXS,FINIS

Local DATEC

Local ERROR

Blank common

Local PUNREP

Local PLNLEP

heal PufRSP

Local SSS

Blank Cocaon

Blank Connon

IZ.calSss

Local DATEC

Local DATEC

Local DATEC

Blank COCDOII

L-acalEvxS,FINIS

Lacsl XVXS,DATSC

Lacal DATSC,FINIS

Local DATEC

Local DATEC

Blank Common

Local tiEkTC,FINIS

Lmcal NAIN, FINIS

Blank Coumcm

F.ocslDATEC

Definition

Indicatorof type .af output re-
quired

Indicatorof numberof disits to
use in numberi”8card output:O =
three; 1 - two

Pointer to AA block for output
prints

Total number of sets of input data
•llos~clin one run (< 20)

Initialpositionin ECS for storing
output

Number of input paracwtersstored
on ECS for each material (currently
10)

Temporaryblock for switchingpara-
meter sets

Origin in AA block for PH block for
calltoCOEF
Input parameter: O - Transport
correctionfor .autp”t;1 - C.ansist-
●nt PN

0ri8in in AA block for POE block
for call to COEF

Indicatorof type of error and
●ction to be cake”

Index for reactioncmrcntly being
processed (IR - 1,.... R)

Stora8e blocks (6 for ●ach card)
for number of repeatsfor ●ach
field

Storageblock for value from each
field

Stora8eblock for operationto be
applied to value in field

thnber left to print

Lengthof blocks of data (ESJ) for
“laws”for each reaction(< 3000)

Lengthsof cross-sectionblocks
(SIC) for each reaction(C 3000)

Pointer to AA block for printin8

&i8in in AA block fcr SC block
for caIl to FINIS

Origin in M block for SF block
for call to FINIS

Origin in AA block for SIC block
for cdl COEF

Block of originsin ECS for SIC
and ESJ blocks for each reacti.o”

Inputparwaeterfor degree of an-
Isotropy (< k?amx)

Sum of lenSths (forSCS) of SIC
●nd ESJ blocks for all reactions

‘~ (lS=+ IRS=)

Origin of output block in AA block
(ss)

Origin in AA block for STO block
for call to FINIS

Origin in AA block for ST1 for
call to FINIS

Scratch tapC (-3)

Nunber of the tablebeins printed

Input pare,ccterfor TIT,< (C + 3):
O - Floor output cross sections;
1 - Truncate

Block of orlgins in ECS for ansular
distri>”tions

Origin in AA block for TX block for
COEF

Name

ITL

ITVFE

IT1

IT2

IT4

ITS

IVECP

IUNT

Ih’4

Ix

lXS

Iz

11

12

124

13

14.15,16

18

ml

JEC

JF

JG

JX

J1

J2

33

a-

Storage LOcat ion

Local EVXS,FINIS,
CANDS

Lmcal PO?REP

Lacal CDEF,FTlkLN,
FISSN

Local FT8LN

Local FTBLN,LAWF.,
NIJ?IBR

Lacal FTBIX,NUN5R

Local PuNREP

Local Sss

Local SVXS,FINIS

Local EVXS,DATEC

Local DATEC

Local FTBLIi,FIMBR.
PRTCC,FINIS

Blank Counon

Blank Common

Fmcal N.XS,CRUD ,
CPOE,COEF,FIMIS

Local EVXS,GREAD,
CYOE,COCF,PLNIS

Blank Common

Blank Common

Blank Cormon

Local COSF,TIUEL

LNT Cmmaon

Local EVXS,DATES

Local COEF,FISSN

nrr Co=on

MT Comon

MT Co.?lu.on

XNT Cocmon
Local COEF

Blank Conaaon

Definition

Inputparamrtcrfor output table
lengthdesired (if < 0, print only)

Type of output f.xu.at to usc: -1
- ANISN, O - DTL’(endwith 3), +1
- DTF (endwith 9)

Inte8ervalue totestforF.SJ
pointer,-1.0, toindicateend of
sublists●rid/or●nd of block

Integervalue to test for ESJ
pointer.-2.0, to indicateend of
sublists

Integervalue to test for ESJ
pointer,-4.0 to indicateend of
sublists

Integervalue to test for XSJ
pointer,-5.0. to Indicttetnd of
sublists

Vector containingdata to ba
processed

Pointer to first ntier to be
written

Input parameterfor type of output
desired

Total ECS storagerequired for out-
put
Origin of X blosk in AA block for
call to COEF
Temporary index

Type of storagerequiredfor .aut-
put for a given reaction

Indicatorfor g.wzandcpo-itfon
caIculaciOnif ~ o:

1 - Save storage
2 - Print header
3 - Calculationfor ont

reaction
4 - Final calcuhtion for ona

material

Index for Et- from block XX

Index for Eg+ from block xx

Datafor unpackingindicenfrom
blocks MC, NE, FfD(- octal 108)

Countof number of timesFTBLN has
been enterar!,initiallyzero

Countersfor YAW 2, 5, and 6,
respeccively

If nonzero.indicates●ngular
distributionfor nonelastic
reaction

Index for currentvalue of ●nsular
distributioncnerw (E(JD))

Currentorigin in ECS to read data

Pointer for the v block for fission
reaction

Index for currentvalue of cross-
sectionenergy (ES(JG))

Index for currentvalue of crosa-
sectionenergy (ES(JX))

Index for initialvalue in TX and
3s.7 blocks

Index for finalvalues In TX block

Initislvalue of JX, positionof
first nonzero SIC in tsbh

Input parac-tterfor type of CFIi
hondlintt O - normal:1 - like
NANLAC coda; 2 - print utrix ba-
fore summins

I
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TABLE XII (Cent .) TABLE XII (Coat . )

Name

KC

XB

KJ

PI

KT

x2

LA

LAST

LAT

LDIF

LSFT

LSG
LECN

LEN

LGID

LIS

LLC

LTAF

LTID

LTOT

LWRT

LW1

L1O

m

NE

UC

NIX

MSR

N-TAP

HAS

NCARD

NCNCVT

m

HEc

NED

NEW

StorageLocation

Blank Common

Z.OCalNEwFC

Blank Common

Local NEWPG

Blank Common

Blank Conmon

Blank Common

Local SSS

Local DATEC,FINTS

Local RSORDR

Local CAROS

Blank Conmon
INT Common I

Local FINIS,CANDS

Blank Comnon

Blank Conumn

IAcal EVXS,DATZC,
PRTGC

Blank Common

Blank Common

Local EVXS,AORSAO

Lacal SSS

Local SSS

Blank Ccxmnon

LOC.Y1ADREAD,COEF
TININ

Blank Cocmnon

Local GREAO,CPOE
COEF

Blank Common

MC Common

Blank Com?.on

Blank Common

Local PukxEP

Lacal PCNRIP

Blank Common

Blank Conmon

Blank Common

Local PRTCC

Defin!tlon

Number of flux (PH)and energy (EK)
values for group set CID (< 500)

Temporaryindicatorof type of out-
put desired

Currentvalue of lRSr, lenBthof
ESJ block for reactionbeing com-
puted

Number of tablesbeing computed

Number of words in angulardistri-
bution block TK

Number of data to describeenergy
distributionof outcoming neutrons
(notused in EVSS)

Length of storagein AA block
needed for givenmaterial

Pointer for finalnumber to write

Temporaryword for lengthof AA
block

Differencebetweenlast nonzero
cross sectionand largestenergy

Number of remainingvalues less
then enough to f111 a card

Number of Legendrecoefficients
used: O - none, n - NED

Temporaryword for Ba!mnaenerBy
depositioncalculation(- C * ITL)

Length of block stored for each
group set (CID) (- C + 2 * KC)

Storagerequiredin AA block for
longestESJ= (=lSS=)

Value to use in computingstorage
needed for output (- IGP ● C ● WAX)

Scratch tape (- 4)

Storagerequiredin ECS for given
angulardistribution(- KT + 2 * NED)

Total ECS storagerequiredfor
given material

Pointer to last word to be written
from AA block

Index for LUST

Counter for Law lD

Packed indicesto the TX block cor-
respondingto energfesin the E
block

Packed indicesto ES block for
which nonzero cross sections (SIC)
are given for ●ach reaction

Packed indicesfor KC block in-
dicatingenergybounds

Indicatorof type of material:
o- Isotope,1 - Mixture (not used
in Evxs)

Block containingdescriptionof
reactionfor each ID for output
prints

Variablename for output file (-2)

Temporarystorage for current max-
imum Pn WAX (RN))

Number of ●ntries per card

Number of charactet-sto convert

Number of angulardistributions
for currentmaterial

Current initialpositionin ECS
into which inputdata is to be
stored

Number of energiesfor which
angulardistributionsare given
(< 400)

Currentcount of ECS requiredfor
output of computedvalues

Name

NEs

we

NC

NINC

NINP

NM

NMAx

NW

NOSNC

NOENR

NOSNT

NOINF

NONEC

NoSSCCH

NOTLP

NOUT

UP

NFN

m

NsWNOD

NS

NSID

NSTANT

NT

NTAF

NTAPE

SkllFET

NZ

PE

PH

PL

POE

Ps

Q
QR

R

RQ

RI

R2

R3

StorageLocation

Blank Coumc.n

Local TE,FINIS

Blank Common

Blank Common

Local COEF,FTBLN

Blank Common

Blank Common

Blank Common

Local PUNCL

Local PuNCL

Local PuNCL

Lncal PUNCL

Local PUNCL

Local PuNCL

Local PUNCL

Local PUMEP ,PUNCL

Local EVXS,TININ

Blank Common

Local PRTCC,FINIS,
PRTB

Local PUNCL

Blank Coumc.n

Local PINIS

Blank Common

Blank Common

Blank Common

Local PuNCL,PUNRSF

Local PUhWP

Blank CocQon

Local COEF

Local CRCAD,GPOE,
COEF

Local COEF,TININ

Local CPOE,COEF

Lacal COEF,SSOIS

Blank Common

Blank Conumn

Blank Cowmn

IHT Common

1S2 Co!mon

INT Common

INI Common

Definftion

Number of energiesi“ ES block
(c 3000)

Number of functionsin TK block for
‘“(YL)

Number of sets of group data co be
used (C 10)

Number of subdivisionsto use in du
integral (usually.40)

- NINC + 1

Index of materialprocessingloop

Block of values of maxirmmFn to
use for materialbeing evaluated
(< 10)

Index n for Pn

Current number of entries

Number of entriesremaining

Nwr.berof entriesper card

Number of sin~le charactersfor
input

Count of charactersbeing moved

Number c.fsinglecharactersto
change

Scre.cchfile

Variablename of output file

Index for processingloop for all
materials

Temporarystoragefor IPN for
current material

Kumber of values remainingto be
printed

Number of single charactersfor
output

Number of materialsets in library

Origin of output parameterblock

InitialECS positionfor storing
cross-sectiondata upon starting
new material

Number of materialsco be ●valuated
(< 10)

File containingdata library (- 1)

Indicatorof output media desired:
O - punched cards,
N - nsgnetic,decimal tape N

Scratch file

2-numberfor material

-EDL *ED

Block of values for flux-weighting
correspondingtoenergyvalues in
SS block

Block of temporaryfunctionsfor
nonelasticangulardistributions

For 6 (E) dE, POE = PI - h (Pfik)
- Xi k (EKk)

- PoE (JC)+ SOE (+ ZOE if fission
reaction)

Value of QR= for currentreaction

Block of energies releasedfor
each reaction (C 50)

Number of reactionsfor given
material (< 50)

Absolutevalue of Q for current
reaction

- 1.0+ A@
.2 *AN

-AN
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Name

s

Sc

SDES

SE

SF

SID

SIDN

SIG”

SIN

Sok?

Ss

STo

S11

sulk

SY
SW

51

52

Slo

TAD

TOES

TIO

TIDR

TIM

2’K

Tn

IMP

TOL

TOT

TV

TYPE

TYFSR

TABLE XII (Cont.)

StorageLocation Definition

Local Ts Temporarystoragewhile summing
r..HP for: z * T(II.Ei)- 1

we

+ X (2n+ 1) * Fn ● Pn(p)
n-1

Local FINIS Block in which finalDTP foruat
cross sections● re stored

Blank Conmran Descriptionof materialrequested

Local COEF Differencebetween two consecutive
angulardistributionenergies
(S0 - SLSL)

Local FINIS Storageblock for nu-sigmafi.ssiont
(Wgf )

Blank Cocmon Identnumber of materialrequested
(- sIDN(M )

Blank Coon!on Block of materialIdents (S10)to
be processed(C 10)

Local SCREAD,RE.ORDR,Block of cross-sectiondata values
COEF.SPACE. CSOE cocresvondirmto enerdes in the. .

Local EVXS,DATEC

INT Cmmon

LacalINanp)

Local FINIS

Local FINIS

Local COEP,INTC

Blank Caonan
2NT Coualon I

Local COEF,PTBLK,
NAY, PRTCC

Local COEF,PRTCC

Local h~R

Local MAIN

Blank Common

Blank Conmmn

Blank CowLUn

Blank Common

Locsl A!MEAD,COEF,
INTG,TE,TLNIN

Local COEF,TNTC,
CETNU

Local FTBLN,LAUFR,
FINIS

Blank Coranan

Local COEF , PRTCC

Local COF.F ,GETMJ

Blank Comaon

kfscComnon

ES blo:k (< jOC@ -

Temporarystorage for currentSID

For .2r(Ei),SOE - SI - ~n(aj)
- Y ● tn(Ej)

BlOck into which output for each
reaction1s stored ● s computed be-
fore writingon ECS

Cross-sectionblock storagefor
even k-table

Cross-sectionblock storagefor
odd k-table

Temporarystorage for stumaingan
integral

System used fn calculation:
1 - center-of-mass;2 - lab system

Block of Chi’s by group for fission
reactions (X8)

Block of w; for fissionreactions

S.2+ El
Temporarystoragefor ~

Block into which title and descrip-
tion of currentversionof library
●re read

Descriptionblock for current
angular distribution

Identificationnumber for current
angulardistribution(- TIDR=)

Ident numbersof angulardistribu-
tion to be used vfth rth reaction
(noneif < O)

Ident numbersof angulardistribu-
tions in order found in libraryfor
given material (< 25)

Block of angulardistributiondata
(< 4000)

kin in elasticand dlscretc
inelasticcalculation

Absolutevalue of differencebe-
tween weight and integral

value to determinestep size in
integratingnonelastic

Temporarystoragefor total scat-
teringcross sectionfor given
reaction

Iknaxin elasticand disc=ete
inelasticcalculation

Type c.freactionbeing
processed (- TYFER(lD))

Block of type nw.hers corre-
sponding,to ID number for ●ach
reaction

Name

u

OB

TABLE XII (tint.)

Stotwte Location

Local INTC,TE,PN,PF

Local COEF.TININ.
2’INEL -

UL.UN, L-acal.INTc
U1,U2

VSCP

u

Hz

t.T4

x

Xso?f
SY

Y

z

ZOE

v.

fmcal PuKCL

Locml FTBLN,LANEK.
NUWBR

f,ocalFINIS

Local FINIS

Local GPOE.COSP

CNFOTSComon

Local COEP,SSUN
n-fcw6n0n

Local COEF,FXSSN

f.ocdCOEF,FISSN

Definition

Temporaryvalue of cosine in
computfnSangulardistribution

Angular distributionfunttionc
for no”elmtfc computation

Temporarystorage for U vmlues
when pickingup intermediate
points where deta are given
(norul step size is 1/40of dis-
tance from -1.0 to+1.0)
Block of data to be processed

Weight fsctor from ESJ block

Wright currentlybeing used

Specialweight function (-0,6023/A)
for TD4

Block of values for X;
(-tn(@k+l/@k)/fin(Ek+l/Ek))

Integralfor $ or S-

- X(JC) + Y (+Z if fissionresct!cn)

Currentvalue of:
- tn(aj+l/aj)/tn(Ej+l/Ej)

Currentvalue of:
- In(v~+@i) /ln(Ei+l/Ei)

For f f scion reaction- .fn(vi)
- z * !n(Ei)

CODE OPERATION

At this time the program and the LAMDF are

stored together on a magnetic tape in binary format,

the code ae an UPDATE
10

OLDPL in the first file and

the data on the following NS files aa described in

Sec. 11.A. Ultimately,we hope to have both the

program and the library permanently stored on disk.

The FORTRAN code is prepared for execution by

making an UPDATE run in which a BCD card image file

ie written to the COMPILE file which, in turn, is

input to the compiler. The UPDATE program allows

convenientmodificationof the currant version of

the code, but if sufficient use is made of the code

and modificationsare not generally required, a

compiled binary version could be stored either on

disk, on the tape in place of the OLDPL, or on the

tape as an additional file preceding the OLDPL. In

this section we summarize the input and output

options available in EVXS.

A. Input

The data deck requfred to obtain cross sections

for one or more materials in the lANDF consists of

the following cards:

(1) Title card - Contains descriptivedata

supplied by the user to identify the particular run

(8A1O format).
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(2) Parameter Carda - Contain control parame- for each material, while the rest are optional,

ters, one card for each material for which cross with defaults as shown in the table (1216 format).

sections are desired. The details are given in (3) Blank Card - Signifies the end of the

Table XIII. The first three parameters are required parameter cards.

Parameter

Name

GIDN

SIDN

NNAx

ITL

lHT

IHS

ISO

IPN

I.TBL

IW4

IK

KF

End in
column

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

66

72

TABLE XIII

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR EVXS

Description

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

0/1

0/1

N

0/1

.

.

.

=

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Group set to be used (if GIDN c O, group
structure informationmust follow the blank
card as described in text)

Identificationof cross section to be
processed

Number of Pn components to be calculated.
See restrictionsdiscussed in Sec. 111.E
below Eqs. (121b), (122b),and (123b)

Output table length desired (if list only
is desired, set negative)

Position in table of total cross section

Position in table of self-scattercross
.sectiona

Degree of anisotropy

Transport correctionlconsistent Pn (see
Sec. 111.E)

Floor/truncateoutputb

Special output optionc

K-Table only (K = ISO)/all tables,

0/1/2 =

K= I,..., 1S0

Fission matrix handling: normal/like
NANTAC codelmstrixprinted (see Sec. LII.E,
Eqs. (117) and (118)

Default

None

None

None

G+3

3

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

aSuace can be allowed for uuscatter terms between IHT and IHS and for other sDecial
t~rms at the beginning of ~he table as shown in Table VIII.

b
ITBL indicateshow scatteringbeyond limits imposed by table length will be
handled: Floored - Scattering is not permitted below the lowest energy group
allowed by table length and is added to next higher group “up the diagonal”
(methodusedby the NANIAC code). Truncated - Scatteringbelow the lowest
energy group ia added into the absorption cross section to maintain the neutron
balance (see Sec. 111.E, especially Eqs. (124) and (125)).

%ependfng on values of IW4, the followingoutput options are available:
O = Old DTF output
1 = TD4 version of output
2 = Gamma energy deposition calculation
3 = Output for the ANISN loader
4 = Output for the DTF loader, blocks terminate (end with 3)
5 = Output for theDTF loader, blocks continue (end with 9)
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In general, group sets snd materisls can be

paired in sny fashion desired, with the same group

set used for some of the materisls or the same

material being used with different group sets or

different input parameters. No particular order is

required of the input material requests since they

are sorted and will be calculated in the order in

which they are found in the library. A special

exception is the Gsmma DispositionCalculation in-

put which will be described. More than one group

of requests can be included in one run by separat-

ing the groups by blank cards and omitting the

title card after the first set. The library will

be rewound and the second set processed. A Gamma

Deposition Calculation could be run here.

When group set data are to be added from the

input stream rather than taken from among those

existing in the LAMDF, the parameter GIDN is set to

-GID and the set of cards ia added directly behind

the blank card which ends the set of cross-section

requests. The required format for the group sets

is given in Table XIV.

The special option for nonfiasion neutron and

garanaenergy deposition calculationsis described

in Sec. 111.F. To make such calculations,IW4 must

be set to 2 and IPN to 1. The trigger IW4 = 2 need

be set on only one of the parameter cards. The

same group set (GID) must be used for all materials

in one run for this special option. The materials

must be requested in the same order in which they

are available in the LAMDF; this ia an exception to

the general rule. Other input data required sre

the gansna energy production cross secttons for each

group for each material requested in the parameter

cards. These additional cards follow the blank

TABLS XIV

Cxoov Srr CAsn FOKHAT

Csrd
Block Lrnsth Fomt Contrnt~

1 1 card (316,6A20) CID.G, KG. Cement (60SCD characters)

2 c values (1216) x block,indicesfor thePS and SS
blocks

3 C values (6E12.4) CE block,croupe“ergfesain 2fcV

4 KG VdUCS (6s22.4) PS block.wef~htingfluxesin 2feV
-1

card; however, If the GID group set is read in on

carda, then the apecisl cards follow the group set

cards. For each material we put in a title card

(8A.LOformat) and as msny cards as are needed for

the gamma energy production cross sections G18,

g-l, ....G in 6E12.5 format. The index g here

runs from the lowest to the higheat energy group.

It may be helpful to review the overall input card

structure for the gamma energy deposition option:

(1) Title card for the run.

(2) Data cards for all materiala desired with

the same GID on each card; NMAX - 1, IPN = 1, and

lJJ4= 2.

(3) Blank card.

(4) Gemma energy production cross sections in

MeV-barns for all materials, in the same order as

the materials are requested above, each set of cross

sections preceded by a title card.

B. output

The options for card or tape output from SVXS

are:

If ITL c O the cross sections are listed only

on the output file.

If ITL > 0, the cross sections are listed on

the output file and written in BCD card image for-

mat on unit LTAP = 4. The specific format dependa

on the value of IU4.

If IlJ4= O, the BCD card images are in standard

DTF formt.

If IW4 = 3, the BCD card images are in DTF

format acceptable to the ANISN loader.

If IW4 = 4, the 13CDcard images are in DTF for-

mat appropriate for the DTF loader with data blocks

ending with terminationcharacter 3.

If IW4 = 5, the BCD card images are in DTP for-

mat appropriate for the DTF loader with data blocks

ending with continuationcharacter 9.

The MD card images on unit LTAP may be punched

using the PUNCHIT control card or else by assigning

TAPE 4 to PUNCH in the PROGRAM card.

5 xc values (6EL2.4) ES block. energies in 21cV at wbfch
fluxes are given

%hece quantities●rc usedonly in SlVROU21hTSSS;if thereis to be no
C- EnergyDcposicfoncslculacion.any values,includlns0.0,can be
used here.
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